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! f ! WHAT ARE YOUR DECORATION DAY PLANS? NEW BLOUSES f 
t Dimity or silk, f 
l= Harrt's-Emery's with pleated 
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- fronts and dainty 
collar and cuffs, 
---THE STANDARD STORE Of" IOWA at ... $1.98 to $8.95 
is prepared to meet the problem of "what to 
wear", whether it is a picnic, a jaunt to the 
woods, a day of golf, a motor trip, or other 
pleasures you are planning. 
New Skirts of flannels in white, bright colors or 
cleyer checks, and those of beautifully pleated 
crepes .................. · .. ....... . $8 to $15 
New Sweaters in coat or jumper styles are here 
in the newest patterns and colorings, priced at 
from .................. .. .. .. . . . $3.95 to $15 
SWAGGER 
STICKS 
·rn nine beautiful 
colors, with tip 
'tnd handle of am-
ber bakelite or 
ivory - e v e r s o 
3mart and priced 
at only ..... $1.95 
GAY-HUED 
SCARFS 
Fibre Silk Scarfs, 
knitted in s o f t 
mesh, two yards 
long and fringed. 
Roman stripe pat-
terns or brilliant 
single tones-spe-
cial values .. $3.98 
Mail Orders Post-
paid 
···-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··--·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-~·-··-··-··-··-···-··-··-··-·•-•tJt 
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"The li ome of Fnrnitnre Yon Like to Live With" 
Your 
Credit 
Is Good 
Here 
312 to 316 Eighth St. 
We Offer the Finest Suites 
and Odd Pieces 
on Easy Credi1; Terms 
DES MOINES, IOWA 
Buy 
on 
Easy 
Payments 
J. M. McNamara, General Manager 
A Beautiful and Informative 
Spring Display of Reed and Fibre Furniture 
Revealing Furniture as Charming as an Old-Fashioned Garden 
N EVE R before have we com e to the opening of the spring and summer seasons wit h an assortment of Beautiful Furniture, so much in keep-
i ng with the bright out-door spirit. Reed, fibre and willow furniture-Many 
beaut i ful complete porch sets and odd pieces came all the way from China. 
Furniture that spreads gay, inviting colorfulness throughout the home. Rus-
t ic old rickory pieces, and cedar, even to the large lawn umbrellas with table 
01nd chairs to match. 
So complete are the assortments, so 
wide the range of selection, that every 
need for the popular furniture, from a 
small footstool to the complete fur-
nishing of a summer cottage, a bunga-
low. or a porch can be satisfied on our 
first and sixth floors. 
Gay, inviting cretonne and tapestry 
upholstering adds colorful beauty to 
much of this desirable furniture. Hand-
some color effects in reed, fibre and 
willow, aclaptable to your own decora-
tive ideas may be chosen from this 
wonderful collection. 
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1924 VEISHEA 
STUDENTS • • ALUMNI • • FRIENDS 
THREE DAYS OF CELEBRATION AWAIT YOU-IN-
VITE YOU-TEMPT YOU. THE BIGGEST EVENT AT 
IOWA STATE COMES MAY 15-17. THREE DAYS OF 
GREAT EDUCATIONAL DISPLAY AND ENTERTAIN-
MENT ARE IN STORE FOR YOU. ' 
i 
i 
I Tell your friends about it MAY 15, 16, 17 I 
I 
I 
I 
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Tennis Rackets 
$2.50- $15.00 
TWO STORES 
Tennis Balls 
25c and 50c 
Ames and Campustown 
Phone 22 Phone 21 
Golf Clubs 
$1.50 to $6.00 
Golf Hose 
$1.50 to $2.00 
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i ·~oworth i i lor •7 I $7 worth for SS 
1 Take One to School! 
i Now more than ever i you'll want a Parker cA I 
!• Duofold-because, beau· i 
without adding a t if u I I i single penny to gold gir-l the price, still die for your I 
1. another big monogram .·I and the price 
1. stl'll stands at $7 J 
• for the 0'1'er•ske; • ! q)uofold ]r. and l i Lady q]uofo[d $5. 
!!
J Parker Pens in wide as-
sortment here-in black-
tipped, lacquer-red or black all 
over. Each with neat gold pock-i et-clip or gold ring-end free. Step in I today and get one of these fountain i pen Classics on approvaL 
I, L. c. TALLMAN 
JEWELER 
! 236 Main Street I 
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To the High School Girls of Iowa 
By ANNA E. RICHARDSON, Dean of Home Economics 
Home Economics students on the site of the new Home Economics Building 
H IGH SCHOOL commencement day is drawing very near, and in a few short 
months the summer will be over and you 
will be packing your trunk for College-
magic word! What does it conjure up in 
your imagination? You have been think-
ing of it for a long time. Planning where 
you are to go, what you will do when you 
get there. Well, College is all that you 
have hoped and dreamed for, and more, 
provided you bring with you the golden 
key which is labeled, "Put the best of 
yourself into what ever you undertake", 
for the real satisfactions and joys of col-
lege do not come without work. 
About September 20th you will find 
every train passing through Ames drop-
ping off happy, eager girls, upper class-
men and freshmen, about 1200 in all, hur-
rying in for registration day and the op-
portunity to start afresh or for the first 
time, as the case may be, their college 
work. 
Iowa State College is a busy place. 
There is· no chance for lazy folks, for we 
play hard· when we play and we work 
with a will while we are at it. Most of 
us take our college life seriously as the 
big chance to spend four years-four 
very precious years-often procured at 
great sacrifice on the part of dear ones 
at home, ot at great personal effort on 
our part, in fitting oneself to do well that 
which we want most to do when we are 
thrown upon our own resources and life 
challenges us to do our -bit. 
What one wants to be and what one 
. wants to do at college are big, serious 
questions, and that is why we are eager 
to help you in making these decisions. 
We have "Big Sisters" who, as soon as 
you arrive, are ready and willing to ini-
tiate you into some of the mysteries of 
freshman life on the campus, and kindly 
faculty advisers who are ready to help 
you decide some of the troublesome ques-
tions about courses of study. 
The great majority of the freshmen 
girls at Iowa State College take Home 
Economics, altho there are a few who do 
go into the other divisions- Industrial 
Science and Agriculture--with only an 
occasional one in Engineering·. 
The Dean of Home E conomics Division 
meets every freshman girl personally be-
fore she re-gisters for her course, but be-
cause there are so many of you-about 
500 freshmen-it is impossible to tell you 
all the things at that time that one would 
like to have you know about Home Eco-
nomics. Therefore, I am taking this op-
portunity to send you a special message 
so that before you come to us you may 
know something of what the Home ·Eco-
nomics Division has to offer every young 
woman who comes to Iowa State College. 
Our institution recognizes that today 
every woman must first of all go out from 
college an intelligent citizen. She must 
go out with an ability to earn her living 
either thru work in her own home or in 
same wage-earning occupation outside of 
the home; and she must get education 
which will enable her to enjoy her leisure 
-to enjoy the personal satisfactions 
which come from taste for fine, beautiful 
things in life. 
The Home Economics Division strives 
to do these things for our young women, 
for its first aim is the development of fine 
American women who can cope success-
fully with the demands that life makes 
upon them. 
Ever broadening fields of activity for 
women have not only greatly increased 
the number of women coming to college, 
but have also expanded the curriculum 
offered. Today, the aim of the instruction 
in the Home Economics Division is to 
prepare for the vocation of homemaking 
as well as for that group of vocations out-
side of the home for which home eco-
nomics offers fundamental training. These 
include vocational teachers of homemak-
ing, dietitians in institutions, cafeteria 
and· tearoom managers, home economics 
journalists, research workers in foods 
and nutrition, directors of recreation and 
{Continued on page 17) 
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For the College Room 
YOU GIRLS who are looking forward 
to college next year, have you ever 
stopped to think what kind of a roorn you 
will live in? Oh, I don't mean what hall 
or dormitory. Most of you already have 
your rooms engaged. What I mean is, 
do you have any idea what that room 
will look like? Do you expect it to look 
something like your own dainty bedroom 
at home? 
You must remember that next year 
your bedroom is to be your living room, 
your library, your study room and your 
sleeping room; the place where you in-
vite your friends to come to see you or 
to help you make way with one of those 
"wonderful boxes from home"! Your 
room at school is your home. Are you 
going to have it so much like a living 
room that you won't want to sleep in it, 
or will it be so fluffy and dainty and 
"bed-roomish" looking that your friends 
will be afraid they will muss things up 
when they drop in and curl up on your 
bed for a chat? 
This question of what kind of a room 
are you going to live in is an important 
one, and one that must be thought about 
before you get to school. 
As one walks down the hall and 
glances into one room after another it 
is noted that they are all built on some-
what the same plan. They each have the 
same kind of rugs, chairs, tables and 
cots, and as they are, seem quite uninter-
esting, but oh! the possibilities they 
have. 
Here is the chance you have longed for. 
You can fix your room up to suit your-
self, and to express yourself. Two or 
three weeks after school has started, if 
you should walk down the same hall, and 
glance into the same rooms, you would 
not recognize them. Every room is dif-
By BARBARA MILLS DEWELL 
ferent. Your room looks like you, it ex- tones of every color and design rnay bei 
presses your personality. used, accenting some color in them bY: 
There are so many things to-- be con- ___ using __ pillows or . other_ decor.a.tive arti: 
sidered when you begin to furnish your cles of plain material. Pillows are not 
room. One of the most important things only decorative, but if there are three 
is the color scheme. or four, help to make the room seem 
Of course you can use any color scheme 
you like, but you should take into con-
sideration the location of your room. If 
it is on the north where the sun does not 
have a chance to shine in very much, 
then some bright warm color, such as 
yellow, orange, rose or lavendar, would 
make it more cheerful. If your room is 
on the south or west where the sun will 
probably beat in on the warm spring 
days, then a cool color of blue or green 
will make it seem restful on the hottest 
of days. 
There are so many places where your 
color scheme may be carried out. Per-
haps the most important is in the cur-
tains and drapes. After you decide on 
the colors for your room, then you have 
a chance to show your individuality in 
the way you make them. They may have 
straight side drapes, with a valence 
trimmed in a contrasting color of bias 
tape, or rick rack. They may have ruf-
flles at the sides with no valence at the 
top. There are so many ways to make 
them. 
Your curtains need not be expensive. 
It is better if they are not for most girls 
wish to change their room from year to 
year. One of the most attractive rooms 
I ever saw had curtains of cream color 
with side drapes of orange cheesecloth. 
Cheesecloth! imagine it, but until I had 
examined them closely, I thought they 
were of some fine voile or marquisette. 
Another room had side drapes of laven-
dar and pink plaid gingham, another of 
blue and white polka dotted percale. Cre-
more comfortable and cozy. 
The color scheme may be carried out 
in the table and dresser covers, in the 
lamp shades, or in the little touches here 
and there, as in a beautiful vase, or can-
dlesticks. 
What are you going to have on the 
walls of your room? Are you going to 
have all of your old high school pennants 
and the pictures of all .. those good friends 
in your class? It is possible to have your 
room individual without having it clut-
tered with things in which your new 
friends will not be interested. So leave 
your pennants and the pictures of old 
high school friends at home. Oh, of 
course, it Is perfectly permlssable to have 
the picture of your "best beau" in a prom-
inent place. The girls will aN be inter-
ested in him, especially if he is good look-
ing. 
Instead of the pictures and pennants, 
why not have a few beautiful pictures or 
mottoes on your wall? There is nothing 
nicer for a college girl's room than one 
of those beautifully framed creeds. "If" 
by Rudyard Kipling, or one very similar 
to that, by Elizabeth Lincoln Otis, called 
"An 'If' for Girls" make attractive hang-
ings. It need not be either of these, but 
may be any one of the beautiful mot-
toes you especially . lik;e. Such little 
things as these show your personality. 
You have the whole summer vacation 
before you in which to plan your college 
room. Make it one of the most beauti-
ful in your dormitory. 
The Junior,Senior Banquet 
By VIOLA JAMMER and PAULINE PEACOCK 
THE Junior-Senior banquet offers each year to some new group opportunity 
to display its skill as being hosts and 
hostesses. 
There are so many things which lend 
to social success that it is difficult to 
know which are most worthy of mention. 
After all a banquet revolves itself 
about the question of food. The color 
scheme, carried out in flowers, place 
cards, menu, and frocks worn by the 
hostesses, pla,ys a prominent part in the 
success of the meal. 
In planning a menu, one must know 
how many guests there will be and the 
type to be served, the date and the hour, 
the amount of money to be spent, the 
amount of help needed to prepare the 
meal, and the supply of linen, dishes, and 
silver for serving. 
It would be useless to give any such 
specified data. In fact, it is a great joy 
to be so innocent of the knowledge of all 
the combining high school colors, the 
amount of money you have to spend and 
the number of guests to be present. Every 
high school has its own way of financing 
this affair. Some home economics classes 
have charge, others are conducted by 
church organizations or hotels. 
Depending upon how elaborate you in-
tend to make this, the following may be 
helpful: 
First course: 
Soup, tart fruit cocktail, fish cocktail, 
or hors-d'oeuvre. 
Second course: 
Meat-creamed in cases, souffles, small 
Salad, or jellied meat. 
Potatoes-croquettes, scalloped, riced 
in rose shapes, stuffed, baked French 
fried. 
A second vegetable. 
Jelly, conserve, celery, olives, radishes, 
hot breads. 
Third course: 
Salad of fruit or vegetable with some 
bread stuff. 
Fourth course : 
Gelatin-frozen, dessert, individual 
pudding, French pastry or pastry. 
Coffee, candies, nuts. 
A void the use of small side dishes. 
Individual color combinations can be 
supplied to a pattern such as that. Meats 
and potatoes are less adaptable to color 
variety, but opportunity is practically un-
limited in other foods. Natural coloi" in 
vegetables and fruits help to carry it out. 
An ordinary, uninteresting meal may be 
made a "dainty dish to set before the 
king" if some of the simple, edible gar-
nishes always to be had are used. Pars-
ley, light or dark lettuce, nasturtium blos-
soms and leaves are some of the most in-
expensive. In summer, grape, strawberry 
and currant leaves provide appropriate 
settings for fruits and berries. Garnishes 
should not suggest undue laboring or 
much handling. Neither should they in-
terfere with the service of the food. 
In an effort to use artificial coloring, 
avoid blues and purples which are not at-
tractive colors for food. Do not over-
decorate with parsley, paprika, pimento, 
or lemon; a little is attractive, but too 
much is offensive. 
A class having colors such as purple 
and maroon would make use of the more 
delicate tints of violet and pink in their 
menu planning. The class flower renders 
itself appropriately to the color scheme 
since it is undoubtedly one of the two 
colors. 
To set a menu hard and fast would put 
limitations upon the originality of the 
class. Meals are adaptable to all sorts 
of changes. Therefore, we will suggest 
only two typical menus. The first, which 
will be carried out in lavendar and pink, 
is the least expensive. A three-course 
dinner may be arranged to include the 
salad with the main dish. In that way, 
the expense of a separate salad course 
and breadstuff may be eliminated. The 
last represents the type of menu when a 
meal is served in four courses. 
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Little Cakes Decorated with Yellow Roses 
Salted Nuts 
Green and yellow Gumdrops 
Coffee 
Post in the kitchen a working plan for 
taole service as it applies to each course 
and give the persons in charge written 
detail so that all anxiety may be relieved 
and peace of mind assured. 
tied with tulle or in a candelabra are 
thought to give a most delightful effect 
upon the table. If candles are used, there 
should be enough to light the room prop-
erly without the aid of gas or electricity, 
as this spoils the effect. Care needs be 
taken to place the candlesticks in such 
places as not to obstruct the view of any 
of the guests. With a flood of sunshine, 
candles are out of place. Candlesticks 
may be placed at the center, at each 
corner, or in some definite balanced, sym-
metrical form. 
Choice bon bon dishes may be placed 
upon the table at equal distances from 
each other, the larger decorative pieces 
being in the center. China, silver and 
glass are in themselves highly decorative. 
Then the foods, tho they may not appear 
on the table before the guests are seated, 
if daintly set up and garnished, enhance 
the festive aspect of a dinner. 
Crepe paper decorations are not used 
except for Hallowe'en or other feature 
parties. 
Color combination-Pink and lavendor . . 
It was mentioned before that table dec-
oration should be in keeping with the 
nature of the meaL The simple table 
decoration is more effective than a heavi-
ly laden and overcrowded table. Flowers 
with a heavy odor are disagreeable to 
some people. Bouquets should be low so 
that the guests may see across the table. 
Sometimes blossoms massed together 
form a centerpiece, but the delicacy that 
is secured by careful arrangement of a 
few blossoms or ferns is always in good 
taste. Such flowers as golden rods, field 
daisies, and similar wild flowers should 
appear but once, and then when freshly 
gathered. These are more suitable to a 
reception room or hall than for the din-
ing room. In the early spring, tulius, 
primroses, crocuses, lilacs or valley lilies 
set in jardinieres or vases of pretty col-
ored ware make pleasing decoration. Nar-
cissus with foliage, combined with maiden 
hair or other delicate ferns, the latter 
spreading out in a very high crystal or 
green or gold vase make a very beautiful 
decoration. Yellow flowers and also vio-
lets need to be used in daylight. White 
and green make a delicate combination, 
but a touch of color is needed to give 
"tone". Branches of pussy-willow, cat-
kins, japonica, peach, apple and cherry 
blossome are successfully used by having 
branches or single stems of flowers in 
small vases placed here and there upon 
the table. Flower holders must be well 
proportioned to the type of flowers con-
tained, that is, low for pansies, graceful 
dishes or baskets for roses. 
In seating a large number of guests, 
place cards may be used. These are 
placed on the napkin or above the cover. 
Cards should be plain and small with the 
names printed or written upon them. Nap-
kins should be large and the same pat-
tern as the cloth. 
MENU 
Tomato Consomme Croutons 
Baked Ham, Southern Style 
Glazed Sweet Potatoes 
Perfection Salad 
Grape Jelly Hot Rolls 
Strawberry Bavarian Cream 
Lavendar Divinity 
Nuts Coffee 
Color combination: Yellow. and green. 
Flower: Jonquil~ 
MENU 
Grapefruit Cocktail, Mint Leaf 
Cicken a la king in Timbales 
Potato Roses, Parsley 
Buttered Asparagus Hot Rolls 
Kumquot Preserves 
Head Lettuce, Thousand Island Dressing 
Cheese Straws 
Lemon Milk Sherbet 
APRIL SHOWERS may bring May flowers, but they also bring blanket 
parties and picnics. Tourists turn their 
cars into caravans; appetites become fin-
icky and so mothers pack the roast beef, 
bread and fruit into a basket, place the 
salad in a jar and wrap the casserole ,of 
vegetables in a paper; then off they go 
to the woods to picnic. Young couples 
and gay parties build bonfires and roast 
steak and bacon over the coals. The 
hostess, tired after the strenuous winter 
social season, turns the bored luncheon or 
dinner party into a picnic, and everyone 
is gloriously happy and informaL 
The first thing to be considered is the 
equipment which must be carried. The 
rule of picnics as well as camping is, 
"Travel light". The less you take the 
less you will have to bother with. But-
do not travel so light. that you forget the 
salt and have nothing in which to get 
water from the spring. Above all, if you 
are not sure of an available water supply, 
take water with you in the thermos bot-
tle or glass jars. 
For a breakfast of bacon and eggs, 
Other decorations than flowers may be 
used. Candles in stem candlesticks and 
The plate, napkin, with such knives, 
forks and spoons as are necessary for 
that particular meal, make up the cover 
for each individuaL Twenty inches of 
space is the least that should be allowed 
for each cover. A table five feet square 
affords ample space for eight people. A 
round table seven feet in diameter seats 
twelve, giving about twenty-five inches 
for each cover. 
Do not let the little things become so 
important that the more essential ones 
are forgotten. 
" 'Twill all be well: no need of care; 
Tho how it will, and when, and where, 
We cannot see, and can't declare." 
Picnic Preparations 
By LOUISE EVANS DOOLE 
A handy picnic kit. 
cooked over the coals, a convenient bit 
of equipment is one of the folding mess 
kits used in the army. They fold com-
pactly, and the lid makes a plate on 
which to keep the bacon hot while the 
eggs are frying. Of course, you can pack 
your lunch into boxes and bags, but if 
you picnic frequently you will want 
something to hold the equipment for your 
out-of-doors meals-something which you 
can get out at a moment's notice with the 
satisfying knowledge that everything is 
"right there". 
Outfitted boxes and baskets of all kinds 
may be bought, but it is nicer-and cheap-
er-to make one for yourself. Use an old 
suitcase, or buy a cheap new one, for a 
foundation. Those made of straw are 
lightest, but a very satisfactory container 
may be made from a cheap paper suit-
case covered with oilcloth. The contents 
will, to a certain extent, depend upon 
your own individual wishes and needs, 
but the one illustrated is very satisfac-
tory. Use stout elastic to hold the equip-
ment in the top, and make the partitions 
· of thin board or stout cardboard or beav· 
er board. Tin boxes are best for the food 
-sandwiches, meat, dessert, etc. You 
may prefer only one food box, with the 
extra space for another thermos bottle 
or a well-wrapped casserole for a hot 
dish. There is a wide variety of useful in-
ventions on the market, all the way from 
fiber knives and forks to especially pre-
(Continued on page 18) 
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Finding Yourself 
By H. M. HAMLIN, Vocational Education Department 
I T IS DURING the high ·school period 
that the stage in one's education is or 
should be reached, when he realizes that 
"the universe is full of good. No kernel 
of nourishing corn can come to him but 
thru his toil bestowed on that plot of 
ground which is given him to till. The 
power which resides in him is new in na-
ture, and none but he knows what that is 
which he can do, nor does he until he has 
tried." 
Adolesence is essentially the period 
of self-discovery. It is the time of shift-
ing interests and moods, of experimen-
tation, of driving curiosity. It is the 
normal time for assaying abilities and 
projecting careers in line with discovered 
aptitudes. It is the time for discarding 
as unattainable the illusory goals for 
which we are manifestly unfitted, but 
which have been cherished at an earlier 
age. 
The injunction, "Know Thyself" has 
come down to us through the ages, but 
our estimate of the importance of self-
knowledge has been greatly increased in 
recent years. Modern phychology has 
shown us scientifically and quantitative-
ly the vast differences which exist among 
individuals. At the same time our so-
cial organization has specialized its 
function past a point never before 
reached and the premium on specialized 
ability has tremendously increased. 
We know now that indivld11als vary 
in intelligence from the imbecile to the 
genius; that there is no sharp line which 
divides the normal from the subnormal, 
but a gradation all along the line. We 
know that, as society is now organized, 
one man may be worth to society as much 
as 100,000 others. We recognized that 
mechanical ability may vary from that 
of a person to whom a crow-bar is a me-
chanical mystery to the gE-nius of the de-
signers and builders of our intricate ma-
chines, bridges and sky-scrapers. Sea-
shore's musical tests have r evealed some 
children 200 times as sensitive to pitch 
as others. Hollingsworth t ells us that 
"it is probably no exaggeration to say 
that, in an ordinary class in the ele-
mentary school, children are being taught 
together, some of whom are at least a 
hundred times as musical as others". 
Studies of r eading ability have brought 
to us cases ranging all the way from the 
"word-blind" who never learn to read to 
the child who, at two years of age, is 
able to read fluently. Studies at Iowa 
State College, with students who have 
had approximately equal opportunities for 
acquiring reading ability, show some to 
have more than four times as much abili-
ty as others in getting the sense of the 
printed page in a given time. 
Wide limits in ability in arithmetic 
have also been discovered. Tom Fuller, 
born in Africa in 1710, came to this coun-
try as a slave when 14 years of age. He 
first came to attention as a calculator at 
70 years of age when he reduced a year 
and a half to seconds in about two min-
utes, and 70 years, 17 days, 12 hours to 
seconds in about a minute and a half, cor-
recting the result of his examiner who 
had not taken leap years into accounl. 
He also calculated mentally the sum of a 
simple geometrical progression and mul-
tiplied mentally two numbers of nine fig-
ures each. He was totally illiterate. 
Persons with practically no ability 
for drawing are fairly common. Doubt-
less if this ability could be measured 
quantitatively, some would be found with 
several hundred times as much ability 
as others. 
What is true of the abilities we have 
named is also true of any other ability 
which might be named. The same enor-
mous range holds generally. 
A senior class in my home high school 
once had for a motto, "Rowing against 
the stream, not drifting with the tide". 
I never have been able to appreciate 
the philosophy implied. It has always 
seemed saner to row with the stream. 
The amount of time and effort spent in 
attempting the impossible is enormous. 
It has been estimated that $10,000,000 is 
spent annually in providing music les-
sons for children who have too little 
musical ability to reward the efforts. Not 
only is there loss of time and effort, but 
there is disillusion and discouragement, 
the creation of habits of failure, with con-
sequences too great and far-reaching to 
trace, when the impossible is attempted. 
What should one have discovered about 
himself by the end of the high school pe-
riod? 
As regards ability, the most significant 
thing to be known is one's "general abili-
ty". Abilities tend to correlate. It is 
generally agreed that our misfits are not 
"square pegs in round holes" or vice 
versa, but "big pegs in little holes" or 
"little pegs in big holes". That is, to 
quote McCall, and to change the meta-
phor, "the spokes in one's wheel of abili-
ty are of approxiinateiy equal length". 
The .{lifferences in individual ability are 
mainly, though not entirely, in the length 
of the "spokes". 
This conception of ability makes its 
way with difficulty because it goes 
against many of our preconceived no-
tions. It offends our sense of fair play. 
We like to believe in compensations, in 
the general distribution of equivalent 
tho not identical abilities. Our en-
thusiasm for democracy sometimes leads 
us to the conclusion that because all are 
equal before the law, they are also equal 
in every other way. But biological law 
does not operate that way. The ten-
dency always is toward the concentra-
tion of strains possessing desirable abili-
ties and the segregation and ultimate de-
struction of inferior qualities. To cite 
Hollingsworth again, "Nearly all stupid 
persons are inferior in all capacities. The 
greatest majority of gifted persons are 
superior in nearly all their abilities. The 
majority of human beings are neither 
markedly inferior nor markedly supe-
rior, but are 'typical' (not far from the 
median or average) in all respects." 
To say that one's general level of abili-
ty is the most important thing to know, 
does not imply that special abilities are 
to be disregarded. There are certain 
qualities which seem to be associated 
loosely, if at all, with general ability. 
Most significant among these are me-
chanical ability. These may be very high 
in individuals of low general capacity or 
almost absent in persons otherwise very 
capable. 
Special disabilities should also be 
known. Some may be permanent, some 
only temporary and removable. Color 
blindness, language disability, physical 
defects, defects in personality and in 
character should be brought to light. If 
they can be removed, definite campaigns 
should be laid out and carried out for 
their elimination. 
During the high school period also, one 
should discover the forms of recreation 
which are personally appropriate. These 
vary widely with individuals. What is 
one's meat is another's poison, avocation-
ly. What recreates one may enervate an-
other. The forms of physical exercise 
which will keep one fit and which are 
sufficiently interesting to be followed 
consistently should also be discover ed. 
These, too, are individual. 
One should by all means learn for him-
self early in life the type of religious 
worship which is most satisfying and 
fruitful for him. Religion appeals va-
riously to various types of persons. One 
should seek out the group most con-
genial for fellowship in the religious life. 
It must not be allowed to languish be-
cause the creed, form of worship or per-
sonnel of the church in which one is 
brought up are not conducive to satis-
factory religious development. 
It is as important to know one's emo-
tions as to know one's intellectual abili-
ties. We are largely creatures of feel-
ings. Our actions are prompted more 
often by our feelings than by conscious 
willingness. The emotions give zest to 
life. They are invaluable. Many fail-
ures are doubtless due to their inade-
quate development. The person who can-
not feel with other people is unsympa-
thetic and heedless of their welfare. In 
extreme forms, such defects lead to mur-
der and other unfeeling brutalities. The 
person emotionally deficient has an enor-
mous handicap. On the other hand, there 
are those who are excessively emotional, 
who are controlled by emotion. This can-
not be tolerated. The emotions must be 
kept in leash. They can be. Moodiness, 
flights of unwarranted optimism and 
depths of pessimism and cynicism, fits of 
anger, brainstorms are all avoidable even 
in those persons inheriting tendenCies to-
ward them. 
The extent and kind of education per-
sonally adapted should, by all means, be 
learned before high school graduation. 
One's fitness for college should be deter-
mined. Thousands of young . people are 
eliminated from our colleges during their · 
first year because so. totally unsuited for 
higher education that their space is more 
desirable than their presence. Such an 
elimination is a great discouragement, 
sometimes a positive disgrace. It is 
avoidable. 
But it is not merely necessary to de-
cide whether to attend college, it is also 
obvious that a definite college adapted 
to one's individual needs should be chos-
en and that not on the basis of relative 
strengths of athletic teams, nearness to 
home, the number of one's family or 
friends who have attended, or any other 
(Continued on page 20) 
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Stories 
of 
The Sand 
By 
Katherine Holden 
"OH, MOTHER, MOTHER!" shouted 
Johnny and Jane in one breath, as 
they dashed into the house. "We almost 
saw the awfullest accident, just now. Oh, 
just think-if that man hadn't grabbed 
the baby, where would he be now? And 
it's the sweetest little baby, mother, just 
like the little Jones girl that got hurt by 
the hand car way back last summer." 
Some questioning brought more details. 
The children had seen a woman and two 
small children just escape being hit by a 
freight train because they had tried to 
go thru a gate by the railroad tracks in-
stead of going thru the subway. We dis-
cussed the value of having a subway 
and of using it. 
"I wish we had a sand table here at 
home," Jane changed the subject. "We • 
don't do things like that in our room, and 
Johnnie has more fun; I want to do it, 
too. I guess I could make a tunnel like 
the one at the railway station, just as 
well as he could." 
Thus our sand table was called• into 
existence. It was a wooden box, made 
a width that would permit moving it from 
room to room, and as long as space in the 
room allowed. Two feet was as short as 
it could be and still be workable. For 
the lining, which is necessary to keep 
the box clean and wholesome, we wanted 
to use zinc, but felt that it was too ex-
pensive, so we used galvanized iron, 
which rusts very slowly. Oilcloth would 
have served fairly well also. We placed 
the table on wooden horses, tho substan-
tial hinged legs would have been equally 
satisfactory; and made a wooden gutter 
around the edge to keep too much sand 
from spilling on the floor. A canvas cover 
fitting over the top helped to keep the 
sand clean and moist, and the room neat, 
when the table was not in use. 
Sand was the first item on our list of 
supplies, of course. We wanted it clean 
and fine, for such sand models much bet-
ter than that which is coarse and gritty. 
Not being fortunate enough to find it in 
town, we sent to a firm on the seacoast 
that published books on sandcraft, and 
ships sand at a quite reasonable cost. 
Had the sand been gritty, the children 
would have sifted it carefully to remove 
An Indian scene in the sand. 
small stones and particles which inter-
fere sadly with careful modelling. 
To make sandcraft as interesting as 
other pastimes, fairly complete equip-
ment is necessary. Fortunately, this is 
obtainable at little cost. Johnnie and his 
father whittled most of the modelling 
tools out of boards and discarded peach-
baskets, which were made of wood well-
fitted for the purpose. These are the 
most essential tools suggested by the 
teacher, and the ones the children found 
especially useful. 
Packers are simple, but most useful. 
They are rectangular pieces of wood, not 
wider than the children can grasp easily, 
and are used for packing or pressing the 
sand and smoothing it into shape. These 
are used in pairs, but several extra ones 
are often needed. 
Cutters are made from the thin wood of 
the fruit basket, cut in the general shape 
of a butcher knife. The edge is whittled 
and smoothed with sandpaper. This was 
invaluable for cutting and scraping the 
sand. Both large and small cutters were 
used by the children. 
Sandpoints, slender pointed sticks made 
into a very small flat cutter at O"e end, 
were useful in drawing outlines, in dec-
orating models and in cutting finer points 
such as windows and chimney flues. 
A sandspade, a small rectangular piece 
of wood, with a handle on one end, proved 
useful in digging out the sand many 
times. 
Tamps were used in some of the more 
difficult modelling. They are small solid 
blocks with a handle sticking up from 
the middle, rather on the principle of the 
old solid wooden potato masher. These 
were efficient in packing down the sand 
solidly in molds. 
A few other things were necessary to 
make our sand table the very best it 
could be. Of course a watering can was 
a necessity for the sand cannot be mod-
elled if it is not quite moist; and a pen-
knife and a piece of sandpaper kept the 
tools always in condition. These warped 
when left in the damp sand, so the chil-
dren had a basket in which they kept all 
their sand-play accessories. 
Washing the sand was one of Johnnie's 
favorite pastimes. After several weeks 
of constant use, the sand became quite 
dirty. Then we carried the box out to 
the yard and poured water into it-as 
much as it would hold, and literally 
washed the sand with soap and water. 
The addition of washing soda made the 
cleansing more thoro. When it was well 
washed, we allowed the sand to settle, 
and drained off the water containing the 
dirt. After repeating this two or three 
times, the sand was clean once more. 
When the children finally had their 
sand table ready for play, they discovered 
that they couldn't immediately set out 
to make all the wonderful things they 
could think of, but must begin with more 
simple ideas. So geography, with its 
hills, valley,s and rivers, occupied their 
attention, a"nd Mt. Vesuvius and the little 
lake where we camp each summer, re' 
ceived equal attention. They had the 
most fun, however, over a map of our 
own state, Iowa, showing the hilly coun-
try, the mining districts "(indicated by 
bits of coal), and the rivers, in truly real-
istic fashion. 
Already John and Jane had decided 
that it was more fun to model something 
"out of their heads" than to copy some-
thing else, but as their skill increased, 
the supply of inspirations slackened, and 
they found soon, that if they copied other 
things for a while, they might increase 
their own ideas, and they would have a 
far wider field in which to work. This 
urge for new ideas led them to observe 
their surroundings far more closely than 
was their wont. When they saw a typi-
cal Spanish villa, which is quite unusual 
in Iowa towns, they both came home 
eager to make one just like it in the sand. 
Oftentimes reproduction led to creation, 
as in the case of the railway station: 
After carefully copying our little station 
and the subway, Johnny thought of add-
ing a viaduct at the street crossing. 
Gradually the models became more and 
more complex and difficult. From a rail-
way station they had progressed to little 
villages, with town squares, stores, 
churches and residence districts. Model 
(Continued on page 21) 
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Appropriate Pictures for the Home 
By AMANDA JACOBSON, Applied Art Department 
FORTY THOUSAND years ago, the 
cave men, of France and Spain, paint-
ed excellent realistic pictures of animals 
on the walls of their caves. 
Since that time ideas of art and beauty 
have undergone many changes, but the 
desire for beauty still remains. 
It is possible that many primitive peo-
ple believed in the "magic of art". They, 
therefore, used pictures in their homes 
to ward off danger. The Egyptians placed 
pictures on the walls of their temples 
and tombs for the guidance and instruc-
tion of the soul in its journey to Abados, 
where it would ap.pear before Osiris, pre-
sider of the West. More often, possibly, 
the pictures were put on the walls to 
take the place of offerings of food. Many 
of them represented scenes in the every-
day life of the deceased. The Assyrians 
placed pictures on the walls of their pal-
aces not for religious purposes, but to 
glorify war, and the power of the mighty 
rulers and their everyday activities. 
The Greeks placed pictures on their 
walls to commemorate the deeds of valor 
of their gods and heroes. They, how-
ever, never lost sight of the decorative 
value of art. Roman wall decoration was 
very similar to the Greek decoration. We 
can see very well-preserved wall decora-
tions at Pompeii. The pictures are fres-
coes, that is, they were painted directly 
on damp plastic with tempera colors. 
These pictures were painted not only for 
the purpose of telling a story, but they 
conformed to the structural principles of 
the interior and broke up the wall space 
in a pleasing manner. Pictures were not 
hung on the walls as our modern framed 
easel pictures. 
During the Renaissance and after, wall 
painting became popular in western Eu-
rope and gradually the framed easel pic-
tures came into general use. That is the 
kind of pictures we use on our walls to-
day. 
It might be interesting to stop and 
think about some of the reasons why we 
use pictures in our homes. Possibly the 
first reason would be tradition. Our 
fathers and forefathers used pictures in 
their homes. Unconsciously we are 
bound by tradition. It is interesting to 
think that the use of pictures on walls 
has been popular for forty thousand 
years, and as a consequence they have 
become part of the heritage of the race. 
Not only tradition, but education, also, 
plays an important part in our choice of 
subjects. The majority of people prefer 
the familiar theme. That has been true 
in all ages. Possibly religion plays some 
part in the cpoice of our pictures, and 
possible design and composition are con-
sidered as abstract elements. Man is 
born with the aesthetic instinct and he 
enjoys at least some types of decoration, 
but good taste and fine discrimination 
must be developed. 
When we choose pictures it might be 
possible to disregard tradition and a per-
sonal consideration and think only of the 
pictures we wish to use as part of the 
decorative schemes. In the first place, 
pictures will break up uninteresting wall 
spaces; they will help to form an inter-
esting unit in the room by tying together 
furniture and accessories, and they will 
bring color and cheer into the home. 
When we choose pictures for our 
homes, we must consider the theme or 
subject even as man has done in all ages. 
We may begin with the religious motive 
and consider the beautiful Madonna sub-
jects which have been the contribution 
of Christianity to art. These pictures can 
be used in any rooms in the house. A 
majestic subject like Raphael's "Sistine 
Madonn" may be used, or the more inti-
mate "Madonna of the Chair", "the "Ma-
donna of the Grand Duke", or Diiver's 
Madonna" may be used, or the more inti-
to's "Madonna of the Harpies" may not 
produce the same religious appeal as 
some of Raphael's paintings, but the com-
position is faultless and the coloring is 
exquisite. 
The portrait has always been popular. 
There is great danger in choosing por-
traits for the home because one may 
think only of the sentimental and may 
have nothing that is good from an artistic 
point of view. The old enlarged photo-
graph is a type that usually does not de-
serve a place in one's home. The old oil 
painting of our forefathers may or may 
not be good. If it is good, it deserves a 
prominent place. The library may be a 
better place than the living room. In the 
old colonial house it has its traditional 
place above the fireplace. 
There are many impersonal portraits 
that are fine in composition and good in 
color that would be very good in a living 
room. Some of these are Whistler's pic-
ture, "My Mother", Titians' "Man with a 
Glove", and Holbein's "Erasmus". Many 
portraits by the Dutch and Flemish mas-
ters, such as Rembrandt, Franz Hols, and 
VanDyke are good types. 
Many of our American portrait paint-
ers have done charming pictures-"Alice" 
by Chase, "The Torn Hat" by Sully, "Lit-
tle Rose" by Whistler. 
There is another type of picture which 
may be classified as pictures of childlife. 
Murilla's "Melon Eaters" shows the joy 
and abandon of the children of the streets 
or the lower strata of society, while Veles-
quez, also a Spanish artist, paints the 
children of the royal family. These de-
pict pomp and dignity, also the conserva-
tive atmosphere which has been imposed 
upon many children. In England, Van 
Dyke painted the children of Charles I, 
while Raeburn and Gainsborough painted 
the carefree child of the middle classes. 
Animal life plays an important part in 
the life of children. If they are fond of 
any particular animal, they would with-
out a doubt enjoy animal pictures in their 
rooms. Adam has painted a charming 
picture of "A Cat and Kittens". Many 
children like pictures of cattle and sheep. 
Rosa Bonheur, Trayon, and Mauve are 
well-known animal painters. 
The painters of flower studies for pan-
els and other interior decoration were es-
pecially numerous in France during the 
reign of Louis X and Louis XVI. It is 
practically impossible to procure the 
original flower studies of this period. It 
is, however, possible to get very good 
Japanese flower studies. Still life studies 
by modern American artists like William 
Chase and Emile Carlsen are very good. 
The old English cottage, with its gay 
flower garden, makes a charming subject 
for a picture. Colorful copies of flower 
and still life studies will bring a note of 
cheer into a dull interior. 
Prints of fine types of architecture are 
desirable. Color prints by Maxfield Par-
rish of the Italian Villas, "The Pool", 
"Villa d'Este", or the "Boboli Gardens" 
brings out in good color the deep blue of 
the sky and water, stately architecture 
and the dignity of the formal Italian Gar-
dens. 
Prints by Jules Guerin of the Chateaux 
of the Loire in France as "The Chateau 
of Blais" or "Ambaise" are charming dig-
nified Renaissance structures. Mr. Guer-
in's prints of Egyptian architecture, such 
as "Socold Lake", "Karnak", or "The 
Temple of Luxor" are desirable if one en-
joys the stately mysterious temples of 
the Pharaohs. One might enjoy a sepia 
print of a Gothic Cathedral or a repro-
duction in color of a Monet interpreta-
tion of a cathedral. 
Seascapes may be used in the home. 
However, they are possibly less desirable 
than the landscapes. On the whole, it 
seems that pictures that portray the 
struggle of the elements on land or sea 
are better in a museum than in a home. 
"The Wave" by Ivan Aycozauske, the 
Russian, and some by Dougherty, the 
American painter, might be successfully 
used in the home. The seascape with a 
bridge- Whistler's "Battesea Bridge" 
gives a splendid vision of the then disap-
pearing wooden structures of this kind in 
England. The sea is calm, and the effect 
of motion has not entered into the com-
position. It would, therefore, be consid-
ered a very good picture for the home. 
Genoe painting represents everyday 
life indoor and outdoor. Anton Mauve 
may be numbered among the artists who 
have a sympathetic feeling for rustic life. 
He touched only the lyric side of human 
tact, while Millet was more dramatic. Mil-
let was a forerunner of the naturalistic 
movement. He went to nature for his 
inspiration, but he never copied. He dis-
pensed with all that was useless in his 
composition-"The Angelus." "' 
In the great field of landscape painting, 
Corot's pictures stand out as some of 
the most popular. He is called a romanti-
cist, and he can perhaps be compared to 
the lyric poet. He went to nature for his 
inspiration, but the interpretation was 
his own. No one has ever been able to 
photograph a tree that looks like any of 
Corot's trees. He painted the tree to fit 
the mood he was trying to portray. If he 
wanted us to feel the mist and see the 
nymphs, his trees could not be too real-
istic. They would not fit in an imagina-
tive scene. His soft green tones per-
vade a whole picture. "Dance of the 
Nymphs", "Spring" and "The Lake" are 
among his best. 
Japanese prints are very desirable be-
cause of their beautiful coloring and dec-
orative treatment of the subJects used. 
They have become especially popular in 
America for wall decoration. One must 
use discrimination and care in mounting 
and framing. It may be wise to use a mat 
(Continued on page 22) 
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The Individual Scarf 
"QH, BETTY, what a darling scarf," ex-
claimed Mary Ellen, when Betty 
stopped for her on the way to Barbara's 
tea. "Where did you get it?" The scarf 
was a lovely creation. It was made of a 
very heavy crepe de chine in a rich gold-
en yellow, which shaded into orange at 
the ends. The designs in the end were 
in white, shades of yellow and orange, 
and a few lavendar rings. The scarf was 
fully as long as the dress and was weight-
ed at the ends with crystal beads. Its 
brilliancy gave life to Betty's otherwise 
entire grey costume. 
"Well, I got the crepe at Jone's store, 
and the dyes at Martin's drug store, and 
the design out of my own head, then I 
just put them all together," replied Betty, 
laughing at the unbelief on Mary Ellen's 
face. 
"Betty, you didn't!" 
"Oh, but I did." 
"Then, how did you do it? How did you 
get all those beautiful shades of orange 
and yellow and white and lavendar all 
in one scarf?" 
"Well, it did take time and care, but 
it's really quite easy. You just tie up 
parts of the scarf, dip it in dye, untie 
some of these and do it all over again." 
"Will you show me how to make one 
and real soon, too?" asked Mary Ellen. 
"I'll show you tomorrow if you like," 
and the two girls departed for the tea. 
The next afternoon, Mary Ellen ap-
peared at Betty's home for her first les-
son in making a scarf. 
"What materials do I need, Betty?" she 
asked. 
"If you want it as long as your dresses, 
you will need about twice the length from 
the back of your neck to the bottom of 
the dress or about three yards of a heavy 
crepe. Oh, you can use light weight ma-
terials, light silks or georgettes if you 
like, but I like heavier ones better-crepe 
de chine or canton or some other heavy 
material. 
"I think I'd like the heavier material 
better, too," said Mary Ellen. 
"If you like mine, you may have the 
rest of the piece I bought. I used just 
half the width, and it's three yards long. 
Then it will use all the piece and only 
cost each of us half as must,"Betty told 
her. 
Mary Ellen agreed and Betty brought 
out the crepe, a piece of white cheese 
cloth and some heavy cotton thread. 
"Now, I'll fix some dyes, and you can 
experiment with this cheesecloth and 
thread to see what you can make. Tie 
up little portions by putting it over the 
tip of a pencil, or outline designs with a 
running stitch, then draw them up and 
tie tightly, combine these methods- or, 
just start in to see how many things you 
can do. Then we 'll dip them in a dye 
bath and watch the results." 
While Betty was busy with the dyes, 
Mary Ellen worked hard. She folded an 
edge over and recasted it, then drew this 
up very tightly. She drew flower petais 
and leaves, and outlined them, then drew 
them up tightly and wrapped the thread 
( heavy cotton) around and around in 
many rings. She found that a circle might 
By RHEA FERN SCHULTZ 
have many concentric rings by wrapping 
thread inside the first rings. She made 
outlines by tying tiny circles, one after 
another, to form a design. 
Then the dye was ready and she dipped 
it in rose. 
Now, untie some and leave some of 
your rings still tied," directed Betty. 
"But be careful to cut just the thread, 
not the material. If you'll tie your thread 
in slipknots, you can untie it. That is a 
better way for then you are sure you 
won't cut the material." 
Mary Ellen began to get excited. "Why, 
this is just like untying Xmas packages," 
she exclaimed. "You never know what 
to look for." 
"Well, maybe not exactly just what to 
look for, because that it what adds in-
terest to it, but you can tell what shape 
or design you'll get and that is why you 
can combine them to make real designs. 
Why, you can make ever so many designs 
if you'll just combine them instead of 
just tying rings hit and miss." 
"Let's dip it in blue now," said Mary 
Ellen, anxious for further developments. 
"Suppose you tie up some of the rose 
first, then we'll dip it in the blue," re-
plied Betty. 
Mary Ellen tied up some rose, then 
they dipped it in the blue dye. When 
they untied it all, Mary Ellen was de-
lighted. The part she had left tied from 
the first was white. The parts she had 
untied after it had been dipped in the 
rose were a clear blue, while those she 
had tied between the two dye baths were 
rose. The background of the cloth was 
lavendar. 
"Now can I start my scarf?" asked 
Mary Ellen. 
"Oh, no, not yet. You must experi-
ment a lot on the cheesecloth, until you 
are sure of what you can do, because you 
mustn't run any risks of spoiling your 
crepe, Then when you know what you 
can do, you must work out on paper a 
good design for a scarf. You can use 
some line wor~, especially for borders, 
but don't be afraid to work in larger 
areas, because you can keep them from 
being spotty by winding string around 
them to keep part of the design and then 
dyeing the rest some other shade or color. 
Then, too, if you are depending on a line 
to make your design and the dye breaks 
across this, your design is lost." 
Mary Ellen began to look downcast. "I 
never have any originality when it comes 
to designing," she said gloomily. 
"Oh, yes you have," cheered Betty. 
"Why, take this flower form you have· 
here, combine it with some circles and 
some leaf forms,-oh, not exactly leaves, 
but conventional forms-and some line 
design, and you'll have a lovely design,-
it's easy." 
"Well, what color shall I make it?" 
was Mary Ellen's next question. 
"What color do you like?" inquired 
Betty. -
"I just adore your yellow one, but I 
believe a lavendar one would look better 
for me," Mary Ellen decided. 
"Then you can have a design with 
white, pink, and blue in it. If you want 
some deeper color in it you can get it 
by dipping small parts in a little bit of 
darker blue or violet dye, but you'll have 
to wrap the rest of. your scarf in a cloth 
so that you won't get any spots where 
you don't want them." 
"Can't I have some touches of yellow 
or orange in it?" asked Mary Ellen. 
" If you do, it will make it much more 
complicated, but you can do it. You will 
have to tie up a part of your design right 
from the first and keep it tied tightly 
all through the rest of the dyeing. Then 
when the rest is all finished, you can un-
tie it and dip it in the other colors. You 
would have to tie up the lavendar around 
it very carefully then, as the yellow over 
lavendar would make grey, you know." 
(Continued on page 22) 
Attractive scarfs with original designs 
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Using Your Kodak 
ll[HEN we pack up the car for th~t 
Vl touring trip this summer, there Will 
be one thing that won't be packed away 
as far out of sight and reach as possible. 
That is the camera, and it will be where 
we can get it at a moment's notice. It 
may may be an ordinary box cai!lera ~ost­
ing a dollar or it may be a high-pnced 
folding kodak with all the newest attach-
ments and a lens worth a month's salary. 
But the kind of a camera isn't the main 
thing. Any kind, no matter what. the 
price, will give us a record of our JOUr-
ney and preserve reminders of the people 
we 'meet or see, the cities we visit, a~d 
the wonderful things that nature has m 
store for every traveler. But maybe a 
few hints may be useful in helping you 
to get the best pictures possible. 
The first thing I would say is "know 
your kodak". If you don't know it al-
ready get acquainted with it. What I 
mean by this is, know what your kodak 
will do know what kind of a picture to 
expect' after you have set it and made 
an exposure. Of course this wil~ mean 
to take pictures under a lot of d1ffere~t 
conditions, and, if possible, record, or If 
you can't write it down, remember how 
the kodak was set as to focus, time, size 
of diaphragm opening, and kind of day or 
light in which the picture was taken. If 
a picture is not as good as it should have 
been try to figure out what is wrong 
from' the negative, and if you do not know 
how ask the man who develops your film~. Then you won't be so likely to 
spoil another picture in the same way. 
You must not expect too much from 
any old kind of a kodak. That is, you 
couldn't expect to get a clear-cut motion 
picture of a train going by you at full 
speed with an ordinary lens and a slow 
shutter. Or, of course, you know that an 
ordinary kodak does not take snapshots 
indoors. 
The cheaper the kodak, the easier it 
usually is to operate. In a box camera 
the focus is fixed, there is no diaphragm 
to be adjusted, and only one speed besi~e 
the time exposure. All one has to do IS 
to choose the subject, arrange it properly, 
get it in a good light and snap it. This 
may sound like an advantage over a more 
adjustable kodak, but the kind of pic-
tures that may be taken are limited to the 
ordinary so-called snapshot and time ex-
posure. 
Everyone should know what the ad-
justments that their kodak has are for, 
what they will do, how they will help to 
make the picture better. 
One thing that is not usually used to 
the fullest advantage is the diaphragm. 
Its adjustment we usually speak of as 
"stopping", There are three ordinary sys-
tems of stops in use, the 1, 2, 3, 4 system 
on smaller kodaks, the U. S. (Ufiiform 
system), numbering 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 
and the f. system, the numbers corre-
sponding to the former being 7.7, 11, 16, 
22, 32, 45, which are found on the more 
expensive makes. In all of these systems 
the higher numbers mean the smaller 
openings. The largest openings are for 
use in snapshots or when the light is 
poor. For all ordinary instantaneous pic-
By H. P. DOOLE 
tures 1/25 second is the best time to use, 
but if the sun is very bright or if the pic-
ture is on the water a faster time, i.e., 
1/50 second, is better. For ordinary land-
scapes a smaller stop should be used, as 
U.S. 16. This stop is also good for inte-
rior time exposures. The U.S. 32 can be 
used for very distant views, or marine, or 
snow, or cloud pictures in bright sun· 
shine with 1/25 second exposure. The 
smallest openings are to be used for time 
exposures outdoors on cloudy days. . The 
smaller the opening the greater detail in 
the picture. This is usually to be desired, 
but then the fullness and rol!ndness anu 
beauty of some pictures would be lost. 
Of course in portrait work too much de-
tail is not desired. Purely record pic-
tures-interiors, greenhouses and build-
ings often need all the detail possible, so 
a small stop and longer time are neces-
sary to get the best result. Of course 
the film requires just so much light to 
impress the picture, so if we stop down 
the opening the time must be increased. 
A good rule to follow is to double the time 
for each small stop used. Thus stop 
U.S. 32 would require four times the 
time that stop U.S. 8 would. On a 
cloudy day 2 or 3 seconds may be 
necessary, but on a bright day the shut-
ter should be released making as short a 
bulb exposure as possible. 
In taking pictures of moving objects 
some of the following facts may help 
someone to get a good picture with an 
ordinary kodak. A picture of a running 
horse, or a train, or an automobile, taken 
broadside to the motion, will certainly be 
blurred as the object will move several 
inches or more across the field of view 
before the shutter can close. But if the 
photographer stands in front of or nearly 
in front of a runner or auto, the distance 
moved across the field of view by the 
approaching object will be small and so 
the blur will be negligible. In the same 
way by taking the picture of a train be-
fore it reaches you, standing a short dis-
tance from the track and facing the direc-
tion of approach, one can get a good pic-
ture with an ordinary kodak even if the 
train is going 60 miles per hour. Of 
course the Grafiex is fast enough to take 
almost any ordinary kind of picture of 
motion. 
In taking landscapes we have the eas-
iest and yet the hardest kind of a pic-
ture to take. Easy in that we nearly al-
ways get some kind of a result, hardest 
in that only one person in a dozen can 
take a really artistic picture. One of 
the chief principles of an artistic picture 
is simplicity. The average beginner tries 
to get too much in his picture. Don't try 
to take everything in sight at once. Pick 
out the thing of interest and plan your 
picture with it as a basis. The principle 
object should stand out in the picture so 
that anyone would know just why you 
took that particular view. The best place 
for the object of interest is near the 
center, but slightly to one side. If pos-
sible, secure balance by having some 
smaller object on the other side of the 
center, but farther away from it. 
The person who has never seen the 
original object should be able to judge 
its size from the picture. Often a picture 
is very misleading in this respect. The 
best way to secure this result is to use a 
"measuring rod", i.e., a person, a horse, 
an automobile, or something of known 
size placed at some inconspicuous point. 
A picture should be balanced so as not to 
include too much foreground or sky, al-
tho this can be remedied by matting the 
film in printing. 
On looking at a good landscape the eye 
should have a place to enter and leave a 
picture. An example of this would be 
a path from the left foreground toward 
the center of the picture and the object 
of interest. This gives the eye some-
where to start and advance upward to the 
main motif. A secondary object on the 
other side of the center from the princi-
pal object would next attract the eye, and 
from that one could leave the picture wit'h 
a feeling of satisfaction that he had seen 
everything of importance. A picture with 
no arrangement at all and containing a 
multitude of objects leaves a person with 
a rather uncomfortable feeling that he 
may not have seen everything there was 
to be seen. Much more could be said on 
the artistic side or composition; in fact, 
no one article could cover the subject 
well. 
A great help in landscape work is the 
color filter. This serves to cut out the 
blue light to which a film is most sensi-
tive. With this, cloud pictures may be 
taken as the blue of the sky is not re-
corded as fast us usual and so gives the 
clouds a chance to be impressed on the 
film. With the color filter one must be 
careful to exclude motion as the time of 
exposure required is eight times as long 
as for the same picture without the fil-
ter. 
Some people prefer to develop their 
own pictures, while others like their done 
by professional finishing firms. There 
are arguments on both sides of this ques-
tion. Of course the cost is less if one 
does the work at home, but it takes ex-
perience and practice to be able to get 
good results. Another thing to be taken 
into consideration is the time required, 
which is often more valuable than the 
cost of the pictures. Especially for the 
tourist, the 24-hour service offered in 
most towns will enable him to have his 
films developed and printed at any town 
where he may stop for a day. 
The best pictures of artistic value or 
of association should be enlarged if the 
original kodak view is of small size. En-
larging may be done at home with the use 
of a suitable enlarging machine, but for 
ordinary home use the cost is too great 
to make the purchase of one of these ma-
chines advisable. 
If you take the time to study your par-
ticular kind of camera, you will be well 
repaid next winter with a book of clear 
and beautiful pictures to remind you of 
a delightful summer. Think what a joy 
it will be not to have to apologize at each 
picture, "The sun wasn't very bright 
when I took this one," or "I must have 
had my kodak out of focus when I 
snapped this scene." 
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ALBERT 
"The little high chair in the dining room, 
Is a handsomer thing by far 
Than the costly chairs in the lonely 
gloom 
Of the childless mansions are. 
For the sweetest laughter the world has 
known 
Comes day by day from that humble 
throne, 
And the happiest tables, morn and night, 
Have a high chair placed at the mother's 
right." 
AS A SENIOR at Iowa State College 
spending my six weeks at the Home 
Management House I realized the truth 
of the above statement and that there 
was something lacking in our home at· 
mosphere, but we could not put our fingers 
on it. Everyone seemed to be performing 
their separate duties, but still our deeper 
responsibilities were not being chal· 
lenged. Four weeks of this state of af· 
fairs existed-but at the end of the next 
two weeks it was an entirely different 
story with us. Why?-well just simply 
this. 
During the first week of February Al· 
bert, or "Sonny Boy" as we call him, age 
sixteen months, came to live with us at 
the Beach House and Gretchen, age 
twelve months, went to the Knapp House. 
Since I lived at the Beach House I can 
speak better from the standpoint of "Son-
ny Boy's" influence. 
It seemed that the minute "Sonny Boy" 
reached our house the whole group of 
ten girls changed and with them the en· 
tire surroundings and atmosphere. The 
Home Management House plus "Sonny 
Boy" opened up an interesting experience 
for us and drew aside the gorgeous cur-
tains of a big stage. I must say that it 
was one of the most valuable and appre-
ciated experiences of my four years at 
Iowa State College. My Alma Mater 
Something Plus 
By LAURA E. BUBLITZ 
could not have done a greater thing for 
me and could not have given me more. 
There is no more wonderful stage than 
the Child's world because it is the most 
real world. Coming in contact with a 
child lets us go back to play-time and 
time again-back to our toys and games, 
baseball, doll carriages and our Indians 
and trails. And more, it has given us a 
vision of what childhood means and in 
turn our responsibilities toward chil· 
dren. Sometimes I wish that we might 
never grow up except in kindness and 
thoughtfulness and bigness of heart. 
Children do so much for us-they revo-
lutionize the world for us-they make us 
give the best, in fact the very best which 
we can produce. 
Our group of ten girls would never 
have known each other in quite the same 
way if it had not been for ' , Sonny Boy". 
Friendships, no doubt, have been formed 
for life, since "Sonny Boy" has tied the 
square knot. We see things in a different 
light and understand and appreciate each 
other better. 
Many happy experiences might be re-
lated, but one which I shall never forget 
was the day when "Sonny Boy" first 
learned to walk. He had been playing in 
the dining room by himself when sudden-
ly his child director heard a conscious 
little giggle, and on looking around what 
should she see but "Sonny Boy" strut-
ting proudly thru the open door of the 
dining room. In a few minutes he had 
his family quite excited and delighted. 
But "Sonny" just seemed to give them 
the understanding that he could have 
walked long before if he had only wanted 
to. He toddled down the hall looking 
as if "The next surprise I am going to 
spring on you is to talk." 
Gretchen calile to visit "Sonny Boy" 
during the spring vacation and to onlook-
ers it seemed as if a little romance might 
be developing during their time together. 
"Sonny Boy" greeted his little guest with 
the most fascinating smile while she ex-
pressed her pleasure in shrill little laughs. 
They seemed to find in each other most 
enjoyable companionships. Their cribs 
were in the same room- they took their 
naps together and seemed to vie with each 
other in playing the chanticle·er in the 
morning. 
Since that time they have played to· 
gether often and here again we have a 
chance to study their interesting person· 
alities and realize their differences. 
Gretchen, rapid in her movements from 
the first, could easily outstrip "Sonny 
Boy" in .any race; Gretchen uses the scoot· 
ing m ethod and "Sonny Boy" the old-fash-
ioned crawl. Gretchen rather likes an 
audience for her play or a playmate in her 
play, while "Sonny Boy" is quite con· 
tented to play alone. One sees from the 
beginning that one child needs to be 
taught self-reliance, while the other needs 
to learn self-control. 
We see where the foundations for so 
many lessons in life are first learned- we 
are almost overwhelmed with the task of 
helping in the formation of right h abits. 
We can see how serious it would be if we 
did not encourage "Sonny Boy" to keep 
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his happy disposition in the foreground, 
or if we gave to Gretchen all the things 
she seems to want. 
We have also had brought before us the 
difference in their physical requirements. 
Our boy is large for his age and possesses 
a healthy appetite; our little girl is not 
as large as she should be and needs per-
suasion to help her consume her quart of 
milk a day. However, she has roses in 
her cheeks always, while he needs fresh 
air and exercise to make and keep the 
healthy color. 
These are just a few of the things we 
have learned about our babies. Every 
day has added to our store of worth-while 
experience. All the days have been richer 
because of them. 
The ambitions are high for these dear 
children of ours. "Sonny Boy" is to as-
pire for the Presidency of the college and 
Gretchen for the Dean of Home Econom-
ics. It is only fitting and proper, isn't it? 
My whole attitude toward the Home 
Management House and toward the Home 
as represented by it, has been changed 
within a few weeks. My college life 
would not have been complete without 
this last correlation of all the best and 
biggest things it had to give me. Did I 
ever question "A little child shall lead 
them". 
"And now we CO!!ld not get along 
Without their laughter and their song. 
Joy is not bottled on a shelf, 
It cannot feed upon itself. 
And even love, if it shall wear, 
Must find its happiness and care; 
Dull we'd become of mind and speech 
Had we no little ones to teach. 
No children in the house to play, 
Oh, we could never live that way." 
GRETCHEN 
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The Ideal Homemaker 
I HAD BEEN cross and disagreeable all day. And no wonder! A party the 
night before had thrown my house in such 
a disorder that in spite of all my efforts 
I seemed unable to ever get it straight-
ened up again. The sink was stacked 
with dirty dishes which I had thought my-
self too tired to do the night before. 
It was just at this time that I heard 
the postman's whistle. Rushing to the 
door I found a letter waiting for me. It 
was from one of my old high school 
chums. She had married several years 
ago and moved to a neighboring city. She 
had invited me to spend the next week 
with her. Naturally, I was very anxious 
to go. Anything was welcome that would 
take my mind off this household drudgery. 
I hurriedly packed my things and left on 
the afternoon train. 
Janice, herself, met me at the depot 
in her car. It certainly seemed good to 
see her again. We talked of old times 
and high school pranks, bringing back 
happy memories to us both. 
At last we came to her home. It was 
not so very large, but it had an air of 
neatness and coziness. I felt a twinge 
of conscience as I thought of my own 
home that I had just left in such disorder. 
I entered the house and here found her 
two little children, Billy and Betty, play-
ing happily in their nursery. A short time 
later, Robert, her husband, returned for 
supper. And such a glorious meal as it 
By ROSALIE LARSON 
This story was written by a se-
nior girl in the high school of Gow-
rie, Iowa. We are interested in the 
opinion of a high school girl upon 
this important subject. 
was. Not elaborate, of course, but so sim-
ple and so good. I did not feel that I had 
caused them any extra work at all. Jan-
ice scarcely spent half an hour in the 
kitchen during the preparation of the 
meal. 
After supper I helped her clear up the 
dishes, wash them, and straighten up the 
kitchen. I thought to myself how much 
easier it was to do things up immediately 
than to let them wait until work accumu-
lated so fast that is was nearly impossi-
ble to . catch up. 
After supper we attended a theater. 
The kiddies remained at home with their 
nurse so their sleep would not be inter-
rupted. 
The next day was wash day. Janice 
apologized for washing when I was there, 
but this work seemed to auu no confu-
sion. Everything had been collected the 
night before and the clothes put to soak. 
It therefore took only a short time to run 
them through the machine and hang 
them out. All of the muss and fuss was 
over by nine-thirty, and Janice was free 
for a short rest before noon. How differ-
ent, I thought, from my own wash day, 
when it was all I could do to get done be-
fore noon. 
By noon the clothes were dry, taken 
in, ready for ironing. 
She had seemed to do everything so 
easily that it scarcely seemed work at all. 
Besides all this there were many other 
duties that she must perform. Billy, the 
oldest child, must be sent to kindergarten 
in the morning, and the children were 
given a picnic supper that evening. 
She also did all the sewing for herself 
and the children. She was an expert 
seamstress and all her clothes followed 
the latest styles. · 
Then there was church, and Sunday 
school, and clubs to attend. She did not 
neglect any of these things even while I 
was there, but took me to all of them, in-
troducing me to everyone and in every 
way making me feel welcome and at 
home. She was always smiling and cheer-
ful, no matter how tired she was, and 
could carry on a gay, pleasant conversa-
tion with anyone. 
At last my week drew to a close. I was 
sorry to leave, yet anxious to go home 
and try my best to become as good a 
homemaker as my friend was. I knew 
now that if I made up my mind and used 
a good system, I, too, could have as hap-
PY a home as she. 
University Life 1n France 
IMAGINE preparing excitedly for your first formal dance in a fore1gn country 
- in France, no less, the land of romance 
and adventure; and when you got there to 
find the first four hours taken up by a lec-
ture! 
Such was the experience of Mrs. D'El-
bert Keenan, who is attending the Uni-
versity of Strausbourg in Alsace-Lorraine. 
In describing university life she writes, 
"There are no organized sports or college 
spirit. Fraternities and sororities are not 
allowed, altho there is an association to 
which all students may belong. Then 
there is a circle which is entirely male 
and rather exclusive. These give dances, 
but they are nondescript. Even the for-
mals have five times as many girls." 
French people must be more intellect-
ually inclined than Americans for public 
lectures are the chief form of amuse-
ment. "We are always getting cards," 
Mrs. Keenan writes, "to come and hear 
someone on the 'Grand Canyon of Col-
orado' or 'Franco-American Relations' or 
'Is There a Danger of German Aid Raids?' 
In France all universities are co-educa-
tional- "but such co-eds," writes Mrs. 
Keenan. "They walk around in felt bed-
room slippers and even the prettiest-
there are mighty few- wear cotton stock-
ings. In fact, for co-eds and for beauti-
By MERCIE CARLEY 
ful women of all kinds one must return 
to America." 
With our ever-increasing number of 
bobbed heads it is hard to believe that in 
France the girl with the bob is consid-
ered "not nice" and is looked upon with 
susp1c10n. "The popular mode," Mrs. 
Keenan writes, "is a tight knot in back 
with a fuzzy halo around the front, and 
the side pieces cut. It looks about as 
their perfume smells." 
French co-eds must think that every 
year is leap year in America. For a girl 
once asked Mrs. Keenan in all serious-
ness if the girls over here did the propos-
ing. In France it is nearly always the 
parents who arrange such things. A 
girl's family gets together as big a dot 
as possible. The larger it is the more 
chance of marrying off the girl- a hard 
thing to do since the war, for the ratio 
is now fourteen women to e'/ery man. 
Fortunately, however, the men are de-
cidedly inclined toward matrimony. Mrs. 
Keenan says, "You would be amazed to 
hear them talk around here. Every young 
man of twenty-three or over wants to get 
married. It is the thing to do. A group 
will sit around drinking beer and discuss-
ing possibiltes. 'There is a certain Miss 
So- and-So who wants to get married. She 
has a dot of so much. She's not very 
good looking, but she's an excellent house-
keeper--" 
Apparently love is one of the last con-
siderations in selecting a partner. One 
young girl said that she was desperately 
in love with a certain man, but was not 
going to marry him because she wasn't 
sure it would last and that marriage must 
be settled on a firmer foundation. 
A young man who walked home with 
Mrs. Keenan from a dance spent over an 
hour telling her why he wanted to get 
married- how lonesome it was to come 
home at night and have no companion. A 
very serious-minded scientific talk. 
College opens officially somewhere 
around November fifth, but it takes two 
weeks or more to get started. There are 
no catalogues for registrants-only a huge 
poster on a bulletin board and that is us-
ually not up to date. 
"You go to classes and the professor 
doesn't come," writes Mrs. Keenan. "May-
be he died during the summer or has been 
transferred to Paris. Or maybe it is only 
mourning in the family. You go to an-
other class and sit thru an hour only to 
find out it wasn't the class you wanted. 
There are always conflicts in one room 
and empty rooms somewhere else. 
"However, it doesn't much matter, at-
tendance is never taken. 
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Homemaker as Citizen 
Is Woman Suffrage A Failure? 
YES, !lays the butcher, the baker and 
every chronic acher, woman suf-
frage is a failure, it has not bettered 
our politics or government, women are 
not interested in public affairs, do not 
care to vote, and are unwilling to accept 
suffrage responsibilities. No, declares 
Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt and other suf-
frage leaders. Give women a chance. 
The Case Against Us 
According to many current writers, our 
case is bad. 
Says Charles Edward Russell in the 
March Century: 
"Nothing has been changed, except that 
the number of docile ballot-droppers has 
approximately been doubled. Not a boss 
has been unseated, not a reactionary com-
mittee wrested from the old-time control, 
not a convention has broken away from 
its familiar towage. 
"There are no women governors of 
states, and not the least promise that 
there will be. No woman has a place in 
the nation's Cabinet, or within miles of 
it. After four years of woman suffrage 
the Congress of the United States con-
tains one woman member, and she was 
elected as a tribute of respect to her late 
husband, a representative who had been 
suddenly stricken with death after years 
of public service." 
"One thing was demonstrated: women 
would not vote for women. In the forty-
eight states nearly five thousand mem-
bers of legislatures were chosen, and of 
these only sixty-three were women. Two 
of the states reported no women elected 
to anything; two others reported that 
there were not women candidates for any 
office. In twenty-six state legislatures 
not a woman sits after four years of wo-
wan suffrage. 
"Instead of forming half of the effective 
electorate in the Presidential election of 
1920, it is to be doubted if women com-
posed anything like their normal share 
of it. Only 49 percent of the qualified elec-
tors went to the polls that year, anyway, 
and by common report the greater num-
ber of absentees were women." 
The English Women Citizen 
Mr. Russell says that women in Ameri-
ca take virtually no part in politics be-
cause they feel they do not know enough 
about such things. "Astounding it is to 
contemplate the difference in this respect 
between the American and the English 
woman. In the country accustomed to 
the greater democracy, access to the suf-
frage makes women timid. In the coun-
try with the less democracy, it makes 
them confident, aggressive and independ-
ent. This is a phenomenon to baffle in-
quiry. English women vote as they please, 
vote for other women, vote to make their 
influence felt. American women vote as 
their husbands, brothers, or fathers indi-
cate. It remained for the American wo-
men of all in the world to be bogged in 
the strange notion of the exceeding mys-
tery and intricacy of politics." 
What Do Women Say? 
"I believe," says Mrs. Vira de R. White-
house, who led the New York Suffrage 
campaign, "that woman suffrage will do 
By JEANETTE BEYER 
as much as any combination of other op-
portunities to free women of the future 
from this paralyzing sex inferiority com-
plex, and will give the world a self-re-
specting, intelligent, free womanhood." 
Mrs. Walter Damrosch, wife of the fa-
mous conductor, writes: "The vote has 
meant more to women than the woman 
voter has as yet meant to politics." She 
says that women have made men more in-
terested in voting and have raised the 
tone of the polls. But suffrage has given 
them an interest in public affairs and has 
been a great democratic leveler, making 
for neighborliness among women. 
A social worker, Rose Pastor Stokes, 
declares that "the real issues are class, 
not sex issues", and that women line up 
the same as men do, that politics is not a 
struggle between sexes. 
Women Not Interested 
That American women are not inter-
ested in public affairs, national or local, 
in the concrete or in the abstract, is the 
judgment of Mrs. George Madden Mar-
tin, writing in the February Atlantic. In 
the last fourteen months she has traveled 
over the United States and talked with 
every type of women; from the city and 
the country; professional women, cultivat-
ed women, uneducated women, rich and 
poor. She says: 
"The writer, within this period of four-
teen months, can recall no instance in 
any casual groups, social or otherwise, 
composed entirely of women, where the 
conversation voluntarily turned on public 
affairs as such: on politics, on govern-
ment, or on the principles or fundamen-
tals back of these things. Voluntarily, 
please note. 
" I heard a man on the porch of a hotel 
at an Indiana watercure ask a group of 
women how women in general feel about 
the World Court. They confessed with-
out a qualm that they personally did not 
feel at all; that, while they had heard the 
name, they didn't know what the World 
Court was. · 
"A man in my hearing brought up the 
Sheppard-Towner law in a group of men 
and women. The ensuing discussion 
waxed interesting, but it was a mascu-
line discussion. If the women had a 
point of view to advance, or a position 
to defend, they did not embrace their op-
portunity. 
"Can it be that we brought enfranchise-
ment upon ourselves when, on the whole, 
we, the American women in the mass, 
did not care for it; that we were not, and 
are not, interested in having it; are not 
awake to what it signifies, or alive to the 
responsibilities our acceptance of it im-
plies?" 
Mrs. Catt to the Rescue 
Carrie Chapman Catt accepts the chal-
lenge given by Mr. Russell referred to 
above, and makes a vigorous reply in the 
April 5 Woman Citizen. In answer to his 
question, "Is woman suffrage a failure?" 
she says: 
"Well that depends: if one measures 
the brief experiment in our country by 
the hypothesis that women are superhu-
man and therefore in four years ought 
to have removed the last vestige of dis-
appointment in the one hundred and 
twenty-five years' experiment in man suf-
frage, then the conclusion that woman 
suffrage has been a failure is justified. 
On the other hand, if one measures the 
practical results of woman suffrage in op-
eration by the understanding that Ameri-
can women are huma.n, born of American 
fathers and therefore chained by the laws 
of inheritance to rise little higher than 
their dads, woman suffrage is relatively 
a pronounced success. It may not be 
strong enough to bring the millenium be-
fore its time, but it is going, and steadily, 
too, along the road of certain progress." 
The Superiority Complex 
Mrs. Catt contends that the only ob-
jection which men have ever had to wo-
man suffrage was the "superiority com-
plex of the male", and the objection of 
women has been the "inferiority complex 
of the female". 
"Now comes Mr. Russell, who despite 
the fact that he thinks he has conquered 
his cave-man's complex, rises up and 
whacks women voters because they have 
not achieved a super-superiority over 
men." 
She maintains, "Bosses have been un-
seated and reactionary committee have 
been wrested from their old-time control 
and so progress progresses. It has taken 
a million years for men to climb from 
their cave-dry habit of mind to the pres-
ent operation of self-government. Why 
not grant women more than four years to 
remove all the unsatisfying outgrowths of 
men's political evolution?" 
Mrs. Catt gives two reasons why women 
are r eluctant to run for office. "First, 
the candidate is likely to be forced to 
wade thru mud to her victory, to make 
concessions to interests which nauseate 
her soul and to arrive at the goal with a 
reputation in tatters. Second, 'Why en-
dure this torture,' they ask, 'when we 
know in advance that the party which 
nominates us will knife us at the. polls, 
not by votes of party women, but by 
men?'" 
Women are not negligible in municipal 
affairs, contends Mrs. Catt. They have 
been such a factor that Premier Musso-
lini has been led to promise municipal 
suffrage to Italian women. 
In regard to the ignorance of American 
women in political affairs, Mrs. Catt 
writes: 
"The women of England have a power-
ful advantage over American citizens. 
They have one parliament where practi-
cally everything is done and where every 
cabinet member may be questioned thru 
members if one wants to know anything. 
In this country the well-informed must 
know the politics of his election district h~s ward, his city, his county, his state: 
h1s national Congress and then he must 
add information concerning 47 other 
states. Yes, women do feel ignorant and 
so do men. Every American citizen is 
overwhelmed by the task of trying to 
keep up with the news and our helpless-
ness is due not to the timidity or inca-
pacity of women or men, but to our sys-
tem." 
"Who's discouraged?" concludes Mrs. 
Catt, "not I, Mr. Russell." 
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Who's There and Where 
JUANITA BEARD WORKING IN ST. 
PAUL 
"Well, at last it has happened-! have 
a poS>ition!" writes Juanita Beard, 23, a 
graduate from the department of Land-
scape Architecture, Iowa State College. 
We rejoice with Juanita. She continues: 
"I had almost given up all hopes when 
along came my summons to come at once. 
And oh, it is wonderful out here-! am 
with the Rose Hill Nursery in St. Paul, 
Minnesota. The people are fine to work 
for. There is a landscape architect in 
charge of the department. He goes out 
and makes the surveys and calls on 
clients and brings in carloads of work 
for me; I will do all the drafting. When 
people call at the nursery to look at the 
plants, then 'tis my duty to pilot them 
thru the gardens, telling them who's who 
in perennials! 
"After I learn my way about the city 
and learn to drive the Ford, I will call on 
clients, too. I am staying about a mile 
from the nursery in St. Anthony Park. 
This is right near the Agricultural Col-
lege and there are many students out this 
way." 
We hope that Juanita will write an-
other letter and perhaps an article on 
landscape gardening. Her address is 1397 
Chelmsford Avenue, St. Paul, Minnesota. 
LILLIAN SHABEN COMES TO AMES 
Miss Lillian Shahen '21, has been 
Home Demonstration Agent in Council 
Bluffs, Iowa, since her graduation from 
Iowa State College. She comes to Ames 
May first as assistant to Miss Elsie Rich-
ardson of the Extension Department. Her 
work has been sponsored, to a great ex-
tent, by the Parent Teachers' Association. 
During the summer her particular work 
has been with the Junior Clubs and in 
the fall regular home demonstration work 
begins. This necessarily differs from the 
work in rural districts because it must 
meet the conditions in the city. 
Frances Johnson, '20, is teaching at 
Vinton this year. She is planning to at-
tend Columbia University, New York, in 
October. 
Eda Lord Murphey, who is teaching in 
the Womans College in Constantinople, 
Turkey, has a letter printed in the late 
issue of the Journal of Home Economics, 
under the title, "A Visit to Sophia". 
Rhea Wahle expects to receive her 
master's degree in physical education 
from Wisconsin University this spring. 
Aside from her studies she is instructing 
classes in swimming and danci g. She 
attended the recent province convention 
of her sorority held at Iowa State, and 
danced for the girls at their formal party. 
By DRYDEN QUIST 
CAMPFIRE EXECUTIVE VISITS IOWA 
STATE COLLEGE 
Mr. Lester Scott, executive chief of the 
national campfire organization, was a vis-
itor on our campus March 28, 1924 . . 
Mr. Scott came here, on his way to the 
National Convention pf Campfire -Guard-
ians at Kansas City, to assist in the or-
ganization of the Guardians' Training 
Course offered by the physical education 
department. 
As national executive head he has 
charge of fifty local officers thruout the 
country. The organization has its na-
tional offices in New York City. It is 
composed of an art department, a music 
department and a publication depart-
ment, which publishes the Guardians' 
Magazine, Everygirls' Magazine, Crafts 
. Publications, The Guardians' Manual, and 
The Campfire Manual written in girls' 
language. The supplies for Campfire girls 
and · organizations are supplied thru the 
national office, but thru a separate de-
partment. 
Mr. Scott is very much interested in 
the work of the campfire organization in 
other countries. It is found in twenty-
one countries, including India and Japan. 
Some very interesting discoveries in eth-
nology are being made thru the work. It 
has been found that certain symbols are 
the same in India as the American In-
dian Symbols. 
The course offered here is to train 
girls to be efficient campfire guardians. 
One hour credit is given for a three-hour 
laboratory. The course includes a · study 
of camp cookery, first aid, music, bird 
study, botany and handicraft. 
Estella Sill, undergraduate representa-
tive of the Iowa State College Y. W . C. A. 
and vice-president of the undergraduate 
representatives of the North Central Sec-
tion, has been spending two very full 
weeks at the National Biennial Y. W. C. 
A. convention, held in New York City, 
where she was sent by the local organiza-
tion. Her trip included, besides many 
other interesting events, several days in 
Washington, D. C. 
Miss Angeline McKinley, student secre-
tary of the Ames Y. W. C. A., attended 
meetings of employed Y. W. C. A. work-
ers at the same time in New York City. 
Virginia Drew, '24, is now supervising 
the work in foods at the high school in 
Missouri Valley, Iowa. 
Lottie Guthrie, '21, who took her stu-
dent dietitian training at the Michael 
Reese Hospital in Chicago, has been dieti-
tian at the White Cross Hospital, Colum-
bus, Ohio, and Is now in Milwaukee, Wis-
consin. 
RUTH WIESE WRITES FROM JAPAN· 
Ruth Wiese, '18, who is now teaching 
at Acyama Jo Gakician, in Japan, is hav-
ing much experience as a missionary. Ex· 
tracts of one of her letters written last 
November are as follows: 
"I wish all my friends could be here 
for a few days and see all the destruction, 
for I believe it is impossible to imagine. 
The papers really did not exaggerate ex-
cept when they spoke of the thousands of 
foreigners killed and about the tidal 
wave. 
"Our life at present is quite monoto-
nous. We went various places to see 
things. It is almost impossible to get on 
a street car. We teach six days a week 
and on Sundays have a Bible class be-
sides going to a student church. There 
are services in English Sunday afternoons 
in an English church which is about an 
hours walk from here. We usually ride 
going out and walk coming back. 
"You may know that our new Home 
Economics building was ruined. It is 
standing, but there are so many breaks 
that it has been condemned. Our old 
wooden ones, years old, are standing also, 
but parts cannot be used. Now we are 
having two shifts; that way every girl 
has four hours of work, five including 
gymnasium. We have no room large 
enough to accommodate a whole division 
at once so we have four different chapels. 
Our old gymnasium is a sewing room and 
sometimes we have three classes in there 
at once. I have only four hours o! sew-
ing, but have been transferred to the En-
glish Department. The life of a mission-
ary is nothing if not uncertainty. 
"The government is anxious !or things 
to get back to normal. We want union 
between the Acyama girls' school and the 
boys' school. We do not know how things 
will turn out because their losses were 
greater than ours. Of four buildings they 
cannot use a one. Their gymnasium that 
stood the test is being used as a student 
church in the mornings and for burned-
out city churches in the afternoon. 
"This is all a quake letter. Our girls 
have been doing relief w.ork, but at pres-
ent they are resting because much of the 
work is being given to women who are 
out of work. In that way they can earn 
wages. The unemployed question can-
not help but be a serious one. 
"I have received some of the finest bul-
letins from the extension office at Iowa 
State. I may try the Forecast magazine. 
This year I am trying the American 
Cookery. I say 'trying' because, as I said 
before, I am teaching only English and a 
little sewing." 
Miss Marion Deyoe, '22, who had one of 
the Lydia Roberts fellowships at Colum-
bia during 1922 and 1923, is in charge of 
the Home Economics department at the 
University of Dubuque this year. 
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TO HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS 
Again this May, as in former years, five hundred copies 
of the Iowa Homemaker are going out to as many Iowa 
high schools. 
Our hope is that our magazine may bring to you the 
message of what our college means to us , and what it 
may mean to you if the opportunity is presented. We 
want it to reflect our busy, but happy college days that 
race past us in such haste; our college spirit, our fun and 
our work. 
We want it to prove to you that a Home Economics 
student's education is a broader one than you had per-
haps thought. Here we leai·n to "cook and sew", but we 
also learn some other things which are going to make us 
better homemakers and better citizens than we would 
otherwise have been. 
But the most important task of our Homemaker is to 
convince you, one and all, that Iowa State College is the 
best college, in the best state in the country! 
NATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION 
"I assume that you gentlemen have fo:r:med an associa-
'tion because you realize that the advancement of an indi-
vidual in his profession is limited by the esteem in which 
that profession is held in the community and because you 
realize that as an association you possess a power to 
mould public opinion and to set standards within your 
profession which you do not possess as individuals.'' 
These words were spoken by Judge Sullivan in an ad-
dress before the Massachusetts Dental Association, but 
they apply equally well to the motives which lie behind 
the formation of all professional societies, including the 
American HoD;J.e Economics Association. 
Many people when they think of a national association 
readily grant that it is important to get together to talk 
things over and to publish a professional journal to serve 
as the medium of exchange for ideas. A happysugges-
tion originates in one state, is tried in another, and in the 
long run our profession moves forward thru self-im-
provement. 
Our association has another important function which 
is not so generally recognized, but which is the one Judge 
Sullivan puts first. It serves to introduce us to other 
groups of men and women who in ways other than ours 
are also working for the welfare of the American home. 
Thru exchange of speakers, thru representation on com-
mittees, thru joint meetings· and conferences we explain 
ourselves to the public and make it plain that our women 
are to be counted upon for the intelligent support of all 
activities in the community that affect the home. Even 
within our own group of home economics women we need 
to maintain thru frequent conferences an understanding 
of the ideals of our sisters who work in a different me-
dium. '!'hose of us who are working primarily for healtl.l 
in the home need to remember that beauty and taste .are 
also potent in family life. Those of us who are interested 
in human relationships need to remember that it is thru 
a mastery of the technique of daily routine that a mother 
gains priceless margins of time and energy. 
What value the community sets upon home econom1c:, 
ten years fr?m now depends largely upon the young 
women now m college. That is the reason that the offi-
cers of your national association value so highly the pro-
fessional consciousness which expresses itself in affilia-
tion of college home economics clubs with the state and 
national associations. \Ve look forward to welcomin"' 
you a little later as individual members-members wh~ 
ask not only "\Vhat does the association do for me" but 
who ask also "What do I want our national associ~tion 
to accomplish and what can I do to help". 
ALICE F. BLOOD, 
President, American Home Economics 
Association. 
LEARN TO LET GO 
If you want to be healthy morally, mentally and physi-
c_ally, jus~ "_let _go". Let go of the bothers of every-day 
hfe, the IrritatiOns and the petty vexations that cross 
your path daily. Don't take them up and brood over 
them. They are not worth while-let them go. 
Th~t _little hurt you g_ot from a friend, I_Jerhaps it 
wasn t mtended, perhaps It was; but never mmd-let it 
f?O. Refuse to think about it. Let go of that feeling of 
Jealously you have for another, the envy, the malice-let 
go of all such thoughts. Sweep them out of your mind 
an~ you will ?e sl!rprised what a cleaning up and rejuve-
natmg effect It will have upon you, both physically and 
mentally. Let them all go-you house them at deadlv 
risk. • 
But the big troubles, the bitter disappointments the 
deep wrongs, and heart-breaking sorrows the tra"'~dies 
of life, what about them 1 Why, just let' them g~, too. 
Drop the~, softly maybe, but surely. Put away all re-
gret and bitterness and let sorrow be only a softening in-
fluence. Yes; let them go and make the best of the fu-
ture. 
. Then that little pet ailment that you have been hang-
u;-g onto and talking about- let it go. It will be a good 
riddance. You have treated it royally, but abandon it ___ _ 
let i_t go. It_is not so hard after once you get used to the 
habit of lettmg go of these things. You will find it such 
an e_asy way to get rid of the things that may mar and 
embitter life and will enjoy life more because you will 
not be encumbered with them. 
Learn to let go. As you value health of bod-v and 
peace of mind, let go, just simply let go. • 
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BRIGHTENING A GLOOMY ROOM 
How may a room which is dull or a bit gloomy 
be brightened without going to the expense of re-
decorating? 
Add a border of color to white or cream 
curtains, repeating the color in a cush-
ion or lamp shade. If the color scheme 
of the room permits, sheer curtains of a 
yellow or gold material which transmits 
the light will be very effective. 
MIXING WATER WITH EGG WHITES 
IN ANGEL FOOD CAKE 
May I have your view of mixing water with egg 
whites in making angel food cakes and that type 
of food? What is the science of it? Is it advis-
able? 
Mixing water with egg whites or egg 
yolks in angel or "gold" cakes results in 
the hydration of the globulin, the protein 
of the egg. This gives a more tender 
cake of a lighter texture. The water is 
usually added when the egg whites or 
yolks are partly beaten. Meringues are 
sometimes made this way, too, and are al-
ways more tender. Using water is optional 
with the individual as very excellent an-
gel cakes can be made without it. 
METHOD FOR CANNING ASPARAGUS 
Would you please give a method for canning as-
parogus? 
Select only young, tender asparagus for 
canning. It should be packed immediate-
ly to preserve it at its best. The stalks 
should be graded as to size and washed 
carefully to prevent any staining from the 
soil. The stalks are tied into bundles and 
blanched from three to four minutes. On 
account of the tips being more tender 
than the stalks, place the lower ends in 
the blanche first, allow them to stand for 
two or three minutes, and then emerge 
the entire bundle for one of two minutes 
longer, then plunge in the cold water. The 
asparagus is again carefully graded into 
white and green lots and packed careful-
ly, having the tips up. Fill the cans or 
jars with brine ( four ounces of salt to 
one gallon of water) and process inter-
mittently for one hour on each of three 
consecutive days in hot water bath; or 
in the steam canner for thirty minutes 
at a temperature of 240 degrees F., under 
ten pounds pressure. Asparagus which 
has been allowed to stand over night has 
lost much in color and flavor; it should 
be canned immediately after cutting. 
HANDY PIN CUSHIONS 
A neat and ever-present pin cushion 
which is a great help in sewing is a small 
one fastened on an elastic band which 
fits snugly on the wrist. 
SUBSTITUTION OF COCOA FOR 
CHOCOLATE 
In using cocoa in place of chocolate, what is the 
proportion used? 
In substituting cocoa for chocolate it is 
necessary to use four tablespoons of co-
coa for one square of chocolate. 
CHALK BOARDS 
A simple, inexpensive chalk board for 
use in making patterns may be made as 
follows: Take a piece of beaver board 
the size desired. Cover the board with 
a good layer of blue carpenter's chalk. 
Over this lay a piece of net and fasten 
tightly on the under side. You will have 
for about sixty cents the same sort of a 
board which when purchased costs from 
two to three dollars. 
SERVING SHERB~T 
When sherbet is served with a dinner course 
should it be eaten with a fork or a spoon? 
Sherbet served with a dinner course 
should be eaten with a fork, but if the 
hostess uses a spoon the guests should 
do likewise. It is proper to use either 
fork or spoon. 
DRAPES SUITABLE WITH FIGURED 
WALL PAPER 
What kind of drapes would be the most suitable 
to use in a room with figured wan paper? 
With figured wall paper it would be 
more effective to use plain material for 
window drapes. Simple curtains in cream 
or ecru net or marquisette would be suit-
able or you could use colored drapes with-
out glass curtains. This could be in a 
dull blue or a casement cloth that in-
clines more towards gray than tan. If 
the room is for a man it should be kept 
more subdued and more substantial in 
appearance and the color darker than 
the more dainty effects used in a roQm 
occupied by a woman. Some of the sun-
fast materials come in very good colors 
and are satisfactory for drapes and might 
also be used for bed covers and dresser 
scarfs if you desire. 
FOOD FOR THE GODS 
Please publish a recipe for "Food for. the 
Gods." 
1 C. Orange pieces 
1 C. Grapefruit 
% C. White grapes 
% C. Pineapple 
%C. Nuts 
% C. Marshmallows 
Marinate with French Dressing. When 
ready to serve add whipped cream or 
equal parts of mayonnaise and whipped 
cream. 
.Rn . 
SIZE OF DINNER NAPKINS 
What size dinner napkins should be used 7 
The size of dinner napkins varies from 
eighteen to twenty-four inches. The best 
size to use is twenty-two inches. 
PRACTICAL USES OF POWDERED 
MILK 
Of what practical value is powdered milk to the 
housewife? 
Powdered milk is of practical use to 
the housewife in that it will keep for six 
or eight months and is ready for use at 
any time. It contains the same con-
stituents as fresh milk with the excep-
tion of vitamin C. 
PRESSING SEAMS 
Would you kindly ten me how to press the 
seams on a wool dress without the print showing 
on the right side? 
Press on a thick pad· made by using sev-
eral thicknesses of turkish toweling. 
TO KEEP CORK FROM STICKING 
How may I keep corks on mucilage bottles from 
sticking? 
The cork of a glue or mucilage bottle 
covered with a piece of cloth and rubbed 
with a little vaseline will always be easy 
to remove. 
CANTON FLANNEL CASES FOR SIL-
VERWARE 
Would you advise making cases of outing or 
canton flann el for silverware if your buffet has 
velvet·lined dl'awers for that purpose? 
If your drawers are so arranged that 
the silver does not become scratched the 
cases will be unnecessary, but if there is 
danger of its rubbing together it is wise 
to make cases for it. 
TEMPERATURE OF SCHOOL ROOM 
Wh·at is the correct school room temperature 
and how m·aY it be maintained? 
The correct temperature is around 65 
and 68 degrees F. When it is necessary 
to heat the room the air should be warm, 
moist and in motion. The thermometer 
should be hung on an interior wall away 
from the windows and radiators and 
read frequently. A pan of water should 
be placed in the room near the source 
of heat to supply extra water so that the 
pupil will not suffer by having the mois-
ture taken from his body. It is sufficient 
for health to keep the air circulating in 
slow-moving currents not perceptable to 
the individual. During relief periods the 
windows should be opened at the top and 
bottom and a complete change of air al-
lowed. 
To the High School Girls 
of Iowa 
(Continued from page 1) 
play, designers of costumes and house 
furnishings and public health workers. 
The great group of our students a re in-
terested in the vocation of homemaking, 
for the majority do expect to make 
homes of their own and they do recog-
nize the importance of adequate training 
for this vital occupation. 
A course of study which satisfactorily 
prepares a woman for the responsibilities 
of homemaking must train her to meet 
the varied demands made by this complex 
occupation. In times gone by, our chief 
concern was the teaching of cooking and 
sewing. However, as soon as we began 
to study the variety of the duties per-
formed by the homemaker, we found not 
only that certain much-needed training 
was sadly n eglected, but even omitted. 
Now, we squarely face with our young 
women the problems which they must 
meet as homemakers in Iowa, and build 
our training around such important r e-
sponsibilities as the care a nd training of 
children, the provision of the right kind 
of socal life for the family, the mainte-
nance of the family "morale", the wise 
expenditure of money, the intelligent 
management of time and effort, and the 
maintenance of the health of the family 
in addition to providing adequate food, 
clothing and shelter. 
This enlarged view of the function of 
the Home Economics curriculum has 
made us rea lize, as never before, the im-
portance of the supporting subjects-En-
glish, sociology and economics, pyscholo-
gy of childhood and adolescence, the bio-
logical and physical sciences, art, hi story, 
and citizenship-for no woman can today 
intelligently manage a home who does 
not know both the technique of the voca-
tion, and the underlying sciences and 
arts upon which it is built. 
The homemaking courses offered group 
themselves aroun<i the three main func-
tions of the home-the maintenance of 
the health of a ll members of the family; 
the maintenance of sound economic stand-
ards in the home; and the maintenance 
of fine social relations for each individ-
ual and for the family as a group. The 
maintenance of health is developed thru 
the cooperation of a ll departments, par-
ticularly Physical Education, Foods and 
Nutrition, and Textiles and Clothing. 
"Health-better and more abundant 
health for every woman on the campus", 
is our slogan, and effort is made to see 
that students not only learn, but practice 
good health habits through the applica-
tion of the principles enunciated in th e 
technical courses. 
Economic standards are taught thru-
out, but particularly is this aspect of 
homemaking stressed thru the keeping of 
the student's own clothing budgets, in 
the clothing economics course, in market-
ing courses, and in the applied art work 
where the problems of the house furnish-
ing class is to build and furnish, at mod-
erate cost, a small bungalow which will 
meet our standards of convenien ce, sim-
plicity and good taste. By such courses 
the students are brought to appreciate 
the value of money, to und erstand some 
of the fundamental problems of living 
costs and are made ·more intelligent buy-
ers and consumers. 
The third important function, that of 
creating and preserving the right kind of 
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social r elations within the home, are 
more difficult to teach, yet emphasis is 
placed upon the importance of the social 
and spiritual aspect of home life and of 
.beauty in re lation to everyday home 
problems. Practical application is made 
in the home management houses in the 
applied sociology and psychology and in 
the related art courses, as well as in our 
study of recreation and wise use of l ei-
sure. 
financial problems of a family. This ex-
perience gives opportunity to test out the 
worth of their previous training, and 
gives an unsual chance to handle, under 
wise direction, some of the more difficult 
management problems of the home. 
Next to homemaking, the vocation for 
which the greatest number of our stu-
dents prepare is teaching. The depart-
ment of Teacher Training has grown 
The Child Care and Training work 
gives opportunity for very serious study 
of the problems which must face parents 
in wisely directing their children. Con-
tact with pre-school children is given to 
the sen iors both thru observation a nd 
thru. work with children in our Home 
Management houses and in the child lab-
oratory classes. 
+--·--·-·-·--·-·--·----+ 
As a cu lmination of the homemaking 
work, each senior spends a period of six 
weeks in one of our Hom e Management 
houses. Two houses have been taken 
over for this purpose, and here the stu-
dents carry on, under homelike condi-
tions, the routine tasks of the home as 
well as the handling of the social and I 
LINCOLN CANDY KITCHEN 
Fancy Sundaes and Drinks 
California Fruits 
H omemade Candies 
We 
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Exhibition of Iowa Art 
for the benefit of Commencement week visitors 
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Ames Art Shop 
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greatly during the past five years, par-
ticularly since the recognition of voca-
tional education by the state• and federal 
vocational education acts. Excellent 
training is offered in methods, and our 
teachers are in demand whenever good 
vocational courses in homemaking are de-
sired. 
Since the passage of the Physical Edu-
cation bill, more of our young women 
will also qualify as directors of recrea-
tion and playground work, for the num-
ber of students electing advanced work 
in Physical Education is ever increasing. 
There are ample chances for the girl 
who wants to follow other vocations. Ag-
riculture and Home Economics offers 
training in a variety of farm activities 
which might well be developed in connec-
tion with the farm home or which might 
even be followed as an independent occu-
pation. The women's home magazines 
are increasing their demand for Home 
Economics graduates who are also 
trained in journalism. Our own Iowa 
Homemaker is a fine challenge to the girl 
with journalistic tastes, and provides 
just the kind .of training which will help 
you to find employment in this chosen 
field. 
The large business concerns of the 
country are appreciating the services of 
educational directors, and so we find that 
large concerns and retail stores of many 
kinds are employing trained Home Eco-
nomics women on their staffs. 
Cafeteria and lunch room managers are 
gaining experience and training in our In-
stitutional Administration department. 
The Campus Lunch Room provides educa-
tional facilities which may be supplement-
ed by wider experience if the student is 
interested in other aspects of Institutional 
Management. 
In addition to the work of the Division 
of Home Economics, each student has her 
chance to participate in interesting col-
lege activities so planned that they sup-
plement and round out each girl's expe-
rience, the whole making four years of 
busy, happy, college life-four years you 
will always look back upon with gratifica-
tion and appreciation. I covet the expe-
rience for you! 
~icnic Preparation 
(Continued from page 5) 
pared paraffine paper to keep food fresh. 
But no matter whether you choose paner 
or tin, wood or aluminum, be sure that 
your case is kept well stocked. If you 
cannot find salt and pepper shakers with 
extra closed tops, try placing a small 
round piece of waxed paper over the 
shaker and then screwing the cap on. Let 
the paper extend well over the edges. 
Another hint-save your small bottles and 
jars as well as the waxed cardboard cases 
in which pickles and cottage cheese are 
sold. They are valuable when you wish 
to carry your materials and make your 
salad and sandwiches fresh at meal time. 
Picnic menus may be as varied as those 
served at home. Perhaps you like to get 
away from the conventional and so roast 
corn and potatoes in the ashes. If you 
have been fishing, trout is good rolled 
in wet paper and cooked in the ashes. 
But fried fish is better. Clean and wash 
the fish, remove fins, rub well with salt, 
and roll the fish in a mixture of flour, 
salt and pepper. Then fry in plenty of 
smoking hot fat. While you are indulg-
ing your call to nature in campfire cook-
ery, you might try that camper's delicacy, 
Corkscrew Bread. 
Corkscrew Bread (serves 8) 
8 c flour 
4 T. lard 
1 c milk 
2 T baking powder 
2 t salt 
1 c water 
Mix and sift the dry ingredients and 
rub into them the lard, add liquid grad-
ually and mix to dough that can be easily 
handled. It must be rather stiffer than 
for biscuits baked in a pan. Have a good 
bed of coals and the usual two-forked 
sticks. Take a green stick one inch or 
more in diameter and wind dough around 
it. Rest ends on the forked sticks,· and 
turn frequently until brown and crisp on 
all sides. Pull out the stick and the bread 
is ready to serve. 
The direct opposite of this type of pic-
nicking is the daintily planned and served 
luncheon or supper which may be identi-
cal with that which would be served at 
home. It is not necessary to confine the 
salads to those made of potato and sal-
mon. Almost any kind of delicious and 
different fruit, vegetable, meat or fish 
salad may be prepared in the woods after 
your cloth is spread for luncheon. Take 
a small jar of mayonnaise with you, let-
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tuce wrapped in a cool damp cloth, and 
other ingredients either mixed or packed 
in jars, or, as in the case of tomatoes, un-
cut. For instance, you might entertain 
'fith 
Hot Ham Sandwiches 
Grape Jelly Sandwiches 
Fruit Cookies 
Tea with Candied Mint Leaves 
The hot ham sandwiches may be made 
over the coals or on portable oil, gasoline 
or canned heat stoves, the salad made 
while the sandwiches brown, and the tea 
is icy cold in the thermos bottle. If you 
wish, ice cream taken· in the freezer is a 
nice addition to any picnic. 
For your ham sandwiches, have 1 pound 
ground boiled ham mixed with 4 table-
spoons creamed butter, 1 teaspoon mus-
tard, and 1 teaspoon paprika mixed well. 
In another jar have two eggs beaten with 
2 cups milk. When you are ready ·for 
your sandwiches, cut bread, spread half 
with the ham mixture and cover with 
the remaining half. Press firmly together 
and cut each sandwich in three strips. 
Dip, one at a time, in the egg and milk 
mixture and saute in butter. Brown on 
both sides. Any other meat may be used 
in place of the ham. 
Another daintily prepared menu would 
be: 
Grapefruit with Mints 
Open Cheese and Bacon Sandwiches 
Mixed Sweet Pickles 
Crab Meat and Tomato Salad 
Paprika Crackers 
Layer Cake Iced Coffee 
If grapefruit is too much trouble, any 
other fruit may be served after the meal. 
The cheese mixture for the sandwiches 
may be prepared at home and taken in 
a jar. For this beat three eggs until 
\ight, add % pound grated cheese, 1% 
teaspoon paprika, and a few grains of 
cayenne. Mix well. When r eady to 
serve, cut bacon in very thin strips the 
length of the bread, fry, and lay on top 
of the bread spread with the cheese mix-
ture. Toast or saute on one side. 
Pack the cake car efully so as not to 
crush, or substitute cup cakes or cookies. 
Of course the coffee will keep cold in the 
thermos bottle. 
Many of your "at home" luncheons 
may be modified to fit the need of the 
picnic basket. If you are having a less 
formal picnic and are relying chiefly on 
salad and sandwiches, together with r el-
ishes, fruits and sweets, here are some 
suggestions which may help you procure 
the "something new" always in demand. 
Sandwich Fillings 
Baked Beans-lhc baked beans, pressed 
thru colander, 1 T horseradish or catsup, 
1t each of parsley and celery minced 
fine, 1!2t each of onion juice and pre-
pared mustard. Spread on buttered 
whole wheat bread. 
Banana-2 bananas sliced and marinated 
in 2T Maraschino or lemon juice, 3T 
thick cream sweetened with honey. 
Cheese-Cheese may be mixed with 
chopped green pepper, canned pimento, 
chives, olives, onions or pickles, or may 
be toasted over the coals or sauted in 
butter. 
Raisin, Egg and Olive- 4 hard-cooked 
eggs, 1c raisins, 12 stuffed olives, 
chopped and mixed with boiled or may-
onnaise dressing. 
Cheese and Nut-Roquefort c h e e s e 
worked smooth with a few drops of lem-
on juice, salt and paprika. Add chopped 
peanuts, pecans, English walnuts or al-
monds. 
Chicken- % pound chicken, lamb or veal, 
2T grated cheese, 1t mustard, salt,pap-
rika, cream or dressing. 
Cucumbers-Sliced thin, marinated in 
French dressing, paprika. Spread on 
buttered bread. 
Cucumber and onion chopped in propor-
tion to suit taste. Dressing. 
Dried Beef-% pound dried beef, fried 
till crisp in 1T fat and mixed with 2T 
mayonnaise. 
Figs-Finely chopped. Add small amount 
of water and cook to paste. Then add 
few drops of lemon juice. Chopped pea-
nuts may be added if desired. 
Ham and Egg-Three hard-cooked eggs 
chopped with an equal amount of boiled 
ham. Dressing. 
Monaco-Yolks of 2 hard-cooked eggs; 
2T salmon or shrimp paste, 5T butter. 
Rub yolks smooth with 3T butter and 
add pepper and fish. When blended add 
2'r butter. Spread thickly between 
slices of unbuttered graham or brown 
bread. 
Raisin, Cheese and Nut- 1c cream cheese, 
:!4c chopped nuts, lhc _finely chopped 
raisins, salad dressing. Spread between 
graham or whole wheat bread. 
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She Gets 24 Cups 
More to the Pound 
Chocolate Cream Coffee Is More 
Economical Because It Goes 
So Much Farther, Says 
This User 
Minne(Jpolis, Minn., (Special)-" It 
has a finer flavor, is stronger but not 
bitter, does not require any clearing and 
has a good color even if milk is used 
instead of cream," says Mrs. Frank 
Springstead of 2414 26th Ave. So., in 
regard to Chocolate Cream Coffee. 
"Six of us drink it twice a day and 
one pound lasts me two days longer 
than another brand I used, which 
would mean at least 24 cups more to 
the pound. 
"The paraffin-walled canisters keep it 
from losing its strength or drying out." 
You, too, will find it is economy to 
buy the best coffee. Ask your grocer for 
WESTERN GROCER COMPANY 
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Tomato-1 quart canned tomatoes boiled 
to lc, % pound American cheese and 1;2 
pound dried beef ground together. Mix 
and add salt and pepper. Boil to de-
sired thickness for spreading. When 
cold beat in one egg. • 
Tomato-Thinly sliced, pimento, cheese, 
dressing. (Do not make until ready to 
serve.) 
Finding Yourself 
(Continued from page 6) 
of the casual factors which_ seem to de-
termine most choices. Nor should the 
choice be made on slight acquaintance 
with one or two institutions. The field 
should be surveyed and the type of insti-
tution most promising selected, then an 
intensive study of the institutions of this 
general type should be made. 
Having chosen the definite institution 
to be attended; it is often necessary to 
make a choice of course immediately on 
entrance. A wrong choice means loss of 
time. An Iowa State College freshman 
of last year journeyed from Pennsylvania 
to Ames, arriving undecided as to wheth-
er he should take Mining Engineering or 
Animal Husbandry. He chose the former, 
pursued it unsuccessfully for two quar-
ters and this year is enrolled in a dental 
course at Pittsburgh University. Doubt-
less this venture in self-discovery was 
valuable to him in many ways, but most 
of us do not have the time or money for 
such "wild goose chases". It might be 
added that such indecision as his is by 
no means uncommon among college fresh-
men. 
Eugene Davenport, formerly Dean of 
Agriculture at Illinois University, once 
made the statement that "high school 
students are delivered into college much 
as the stacker delivers straw" and one 
dealing with college freshmen feels often 
the aptness of the illustration. "We're 
in college, but what for?" seems a com-
mon mental attitude. The investment 
of four of one's best years, the use of 
which largely determine the nature of 
one's destiny should not be so lightly 
considered. 
These suggestions imply that a choice 
of life work is to be made during the 
high school period and for 95 percent of 
our people such a choice is probably ad-
visable. Only a few can defer choice 
while pursuing a general education in a 
liberal arts college. Perhaps these, too, 
would be benefited by a tentative choice 
and probably most of them do make some 
such choice. 
There is no more important life deci-
sion than vocational choice since it de-
termines - the way in which our waking 
hours are largely to be spent for the re-
mainder of our lives. The wisdom of our 
choice sets the limits of our earning pow-
er and so the standard of living which 
is to be ours for life. Our principal con-
tribution to society must be in the field of 
our vocation so that one's - value to so-
ciety is at stake when vocational choice is 
made. 
So important a choice must not be 
merely · a "whim". It must be a sound 
judgment, based upon a thoro knowledge 
of one's capacities and aptitudes, and an 
equally thoro knowledge of the field of 
occupations to which these capacities and 
aptitudes admit. With more than 2000 
occupations open to the chooser, choice 
must not be made on passing . acquain-
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tance with the few which we casually en-
counter. Nor does this mean that local 
opportunities are to be overlooked. The 
tendency usually is to seek the apparent-
ly greener grass across the fence only to 
be disillusioned. 
Much might be written about means of 
discovering these significant abilities. 
The writer proposes, however, to leave 
to inquiring and experimenting adoles-
cense the methods of finding them out, 
now that they have been enumerated. 
It should be added, however, that self-
discovery is a life-long process, that Is a 
part of the adventure of life. Further, it 
should be stated that there is little of 
fatalism in the philosophy expounded, but 
rather a belief that the factors of a suc-
cessful life are in the hands of the or-
dinary individual, that many more of the 
qualities which make for achievement are 
alterable than are fixed by nature. In 
any case, the proper measure of success 
is the ratio of what one does to what he 
might have done and in this sense suc-
cess is possible for all. 
A final word to adults seems to be in 
order. Too often attempts are made to 
hinder, rather than help self-discovery. 
There is dissatisfaction with the high 
schooL boy or girl because they are not 
stable and settled, forgetting that such 
stability can only result in the dwarfing 
of personality. Nature has provided that 
adolescence shall-be a period of explora-
tion. Permanent interests are not to be 
expected at this stage. In shifting from 
one interest to another, from one view-
point to another, from one ideal or here 
to another, the individual acquaints him-
self with his social environment, ac-
quires a genuine sympathy with th!3 lives 
and ways of thinking of others and in-
cjdentally finds himself. There is a ten-
dency toward stabilization toward the 
end of the high school period, but the 
years 12 to 16 are and should be ex-
ploratory. 
Stories of the Sand 
(Continued from page 7) 
playgrounds were designed and executed; 
favorite pastimes, such as camping, were 
illustrated with ' lake, mountains, tents 
and campfire. 
Illustrating stories was the most fun of 
all. "The Last of the Mohicans" was 
twice as thrilling when the background 
was worked out graphically before their 
eyes. Stories of the Bible and of history 
were much more real- in fact, they 
proved to be really interesting. 
To make these complicated models r eal-
istic, the children used many ingenious 
re-inforcements. Match sticks served ex-
cellently as fence posts and as tent-poles. 
A bent hairpin proved also to be a Jack-
of-all-trades. Sticks and strings made 
most effective telephone systems, and a 
little cornstarch, wheedled from the cook, 
made a snow-capped mountain truly beau-
tiful. 
The finishing touch to these models, in 
the childrens' eyes, was the fact that 1f 
they were especially good, we took their 
picture and added it to the steadily grow-
ing Sandcraft Memorybook. 
Again, increased power of observation 
must follow. The children note their sur-
roundings more carefully, see their dif-
ferences and points of interest, and par-
tially, as res.Ilt of this, develop a better 
sense of proportion and line. They learn 
to make a street the right width as com-
pared to the size of their houses, and ·to 
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i If it's new you will find it at 
i 
i HEDRICK'S 
1 CAMPUS TOGGERY ! ___ , _______________ + 
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11 NOTICE 'I 
l FORD BATTERIES 
$11.50 l 1-Ym Gnauntee I 
•1 AMES STORAGE BATTERY 1• COMPANY 
I I I Masonic Bldg. I 
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New Hosiery 
for 
Spring 
We have twenty different 
shades, including the new, 
bright Japanese. 
TRUEBLOOD'S 
COLLEGE SHOE STORE 
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PAINTS, VARNISHES, ENAMELS 
EVERYTHING IN PYREX 
I i HOUSE FURNSHING HARDWARE =11 
i 
I A very fine assortment of Baseball and Tennis Goods 11 
.1! ,·1 and all Outdoor Vacation needs. 
i I CARR HARDWARE co. I 
i "The Paint Store" I 
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keep a swimming pool and tennis court 
in some sort of logical ratio. 
We find in the study of psychology, that 
the process of learning is ma-de easier if 
accompanied by appropriate work with 
the hands. : Thus t]lis kind of sand play 
can be a real aid in the child's education, 
in history, geography - almost any 
course. If too much emphasis is laid on 
the technique of such work, its usefulness 
for fixing the main idea is negligible. The 
central aim should never be smothered 
in bothersome detail. 
Appropriate Pictures for · 
the Home 
(Continued from page 8) 
or a narrow frame. The color of the 
mat must be harmonious with the color 
of the print. It mu.st be light in value, 
but not white. Hokusai and Hiroshige, 
Japanese artists, are ranked among the 
great landscape painters of the world. 
Fine old engravings are very valuable. 
They should be mounted· on a mat and a 
narrow frame· should be used. Etchings 
by men like Rembrandt, Whistler, Goya 
and Zarn are almost priceless. There are 
many fine modern etchers. Mr. Pennell's 
work is perhaps best known. The colored 
etchings are decorative and very beauti-
ful. These are classed among the most 
popular pictures for the home at present. 
They are, of course, more expensive than 
the colored print. 
The oil paintings are not so popular at 
present as they were formerly. Possibly 
people realize that a poor oil painting is 
an abomination. The oil paintings done 
by an artst of .ability will, however, al-
ways _be desirable in · a home . . They are 
possibly better for the pretentious home 
than the modest cottage. 
Above all, pictures become dear to us 
by constant association, and they also 
become a powerful in.fl.uence in our lives. 
When we hear martial music we are 
stirred. I believe that pictures of a war-
like theme stir one in the same way. 
We jDin the ranks, fall in line, and are 
swayed by the rhythm of line and mass, 
even as we are by the rhythm of martial 
music. It is important, therefore, to 
choose one's pictures with care even as 
one wishes to choose one's friends. 
Whether one follows tradition, precedent, 
br religious considerations, pictures will 
always be one of the big things in one's 
life and home which will need due con-
sideration. 
The Individual Scarf 
(Continued from_ page 9) 
"Do you always start with white mate-
rials?" 
"No, it isn't necessary to use whit.e, 
but it is easiest. You can use any light 
color, but you will have to consider how 
the color already in the material will af-
fect your dyes; for instance, if you dipped 
light blue material in yellow dye, you 
would have a light green color as a re-
sult. A light grey background would sim-
ply grey all your colors a little.'1 
Mary Ellen worked a little longer, then 
she took some paper and a piece of char-
coal and began to combine a flower form 
of circles, a palm design to suggest leaves, 
and enough line design (made by over-
casting) to hold it together nicely. Final-
ly, both girls were satisfied with the de-
sign .. 
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"Say it With Flowers" 
for 
.' 
COMMENCEMENT 
F. J. Olsan & Sons 
Phone 8 
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Delightfully New 
~idsu~~er Clothes 
are being shown at 
THE TILDEN ~TORE 
i 
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"Now, how do you get it on the scarf?" 
asked Mary Ellen. 
_"That's easy. Take some paper and 
cut out your important shapes. Measure 
off the spaces on your scarf, then lay 
your pattern down and trace around it, 
very lightly, with a pencil. Unless you 
trace very lightly the line is apt to show 
even when the scarf is finished." 
"It will take a long time to get it all on 
both ends, won't it?" 
"You can save time by folding your 
scarf in the middle so that bQth •end·s 
come together. Then baste all around the 
edge so they can't slip. This also insures 
both ends being exactly alike in design 
and coloring. If you are working with 
thin, filmy materials you could even fold 
it twice so the cloth would be four thick-
nesses, but with heavier material the in-
side designs would be smaller than the 
outside ones," Betty told her. 
"When I get the design traced on, · 
what shall I do next?" was Mary Ellen's 
next question. 
"Then sew all around your designs with 
an ordinary running stitch, not too fine, 
leaving plenty of thread at the ends. Put 
all the thread in before you draw any of 
the design up, or you will find it hard to 
follow. You can draw it up then, at what-
ever intervals you wfsh during the pro-
cess of dyeing. After you draw up the 
thread, wrap it around- the cloth many 
times to be sure the dye cannot enter 
where it isn't wanted." 
Mary Ellen began to look disappointed. 
"I can't make it all this afternoon then," 
she said. 
Betty laughed. "No, it will take you 
some time to get it all sewed in and tied 
up, before you are ready to dye it. I'll 
put this dye into some jars and set it 
a:way until you are ready to dye tl:le 
scarf. When you are ready we'll strain 
it through some fine cheesecloth to take 
out any specks of undissolved color, and 
heat it to boiling to be sure the colors 
will be fast." 
Both girls worked that afternoon and 
evening, and were ready to dye the scarf 
next afternoon. They had a great deal of 
fun at this. They tied up all the parts 
that were to be either white or blue be-
fore they dipped it in the rose dye. 
"Be sure you stir it all the while it is 
in the boiling dye, and rinse it well after-
wards, too, so it won't be . streaked," Bet-
ty advised Mary Ellen. After the rose 
dye, they hung it out to dry. It was a 
warm afternoon and the scarf dried 
quickly. When they could work on it, 
they untied the parts which they wanted 
to be clear blue, and tied up the parts 
which were to be kept rose. Then they 
dyed it in the blue and again dried it. 
Mary Ellen had decided that instead of 
the yellow, she would make some areas 
a deeper violet than the background 
color of the scarf, so they mixed a deep . 
violet dye, poured a little bit in a shal- : 
low saucer, and after wrapping the rest 
of the scarf carefully in a cloth, dipped 
these small portions. 
Both girls were very pleased with the 
results and Mary Ellen was in a hurry 
to press it out. 
"When you press it, use a cool iron 
and do not press out all the wrinkly lrnes, 
as they add to its beauty," Betty said. 
"Now, how shall I finish it?" inquired 
Mary Ellen. 
"You may use fringe on the ends or a 
little rolled hem put in by hand, or a nar-
row hem and as you hem it, sew a bead 
on at intervals. Bead·s weight it so nice-
ly," Betty added. 
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You are the 
Boss 
It makes no difference whose name is over the 
' ~ 
door br who signs the checks, you are the boss of the 
store. You are the one we must please or the store's 
business does not grow. 
So everyone here is working to please you, our 
customer and boss. 
Student Supply Store 
''as the name imp lies'' 
Wash Frocks-
Smarter Than 
E-yer/ 
$5 to $10 
OR town or sea· 
shore, for sports 
0' or entertaining, 
here are summer frocks, 
lovely beyond words. 
Smartly styled. Youth-
fully simple. Renewing 
their charm with each 
·trip to the tub. Pleas-
ingly inexpensive. 
LADIES APPAREL SHOP 
Correct Apparel for Women and Misses 
BOONE, IOWA 
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SPEAK THE WORD 
JN YOUR TOWN are young women, just finishing high school, 
who are wondering where they may get the kind of college 
training that will be most helpful to them in their future life and 
work. 
X' ou alumnae, who have be~n thru college, can be of service to 
these young women thru counsel op this important question. 
They will welcome what you -have to offer them out of your ex· 
pertence. 
Undoubtedly they will be interested in 'learning what Iowa State 
College has to offer to young women. You can do more to help 
them understand the work at Ames than pamphlets and catalogs. 
Moreover, you can give them an insight into the wholesome col· 
lege life for women at Ames which ~annot be imparted to them in 
any other way. 
Find these young women and speak the word that they will be 
glad--t-o_hear from you. 
If you need catalogs or,jllustrated booklets, write for them to 
The Registrar,_ who will also send such other information as you 
-may desire. 
IOWA STATE 
AMES 
COLLEGE 
' 
